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Abstract 
Technologies have been made available in public bathrooms with the purpose of increasing 
hygiene and convenience for public users. The goal of this project was to collect data about and survey 
the current use of technology in bathrooms at common public places such as schools, transport stations, 
restaurants, and hospitals. Common fixtures in public bathrooms were identified, including toilets and 
urinals for urination, faucets for hand washing, soap dispensers for hand sanitizing, electric hand dryers 
and paper towel dispensers for hand drying. They were then grouped into traditional and technology-
based categories based on their types of technology and the rate of physical contact with the user.  
Field research was conducted to collect data about fixtures and technologies, leading to a 
database of 104 visited public bathrooms. Follow-up analyses indicate that using a mixture of traditional 
and technological fixtures is a common trend in most public bathrooms. Traditional fixtures are highly 
rated for low initial cost and good reliability, while technological options are known for increased 
hygiene, energy efficiency and positive environmental impact. Therefore, traditional, manually 
controlled fixtures are more preferred in small bathrooms, while automatic technologies replace them 
in larger bathrooms where expected traffic increases. Public places where the need to use public 
bathrooms is considerable such as transport stations also observe more technologies in use than 
commercial places, academic institutions and other places where volume of usage traffic is smaller.  
A survey was conducted on bathroom users and facility staff to determine the pros and cons of 
different technologies available for each fixture. They were analyzed and compared in terms of initial 
cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability according to the categories that 
have been divided.  
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Comparison between gathered data and survey response results shows that public bathroom 
users prefer automatic, touchless, sensor-operated fixtures, while in reality, most equipped fixtures in 
small bathrooms are manually controlled, and high-tech fixtures are only common in larger bathrooms. 
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1. Introduction 
The development of human society has been driven by the growth of technology. Some new 
technologies produced visibly dramatic changes in human life, while others occurred more slowly and 
subtly, and the results were much less obvious. One area of technology that has seen substantial 
progress in the past few decades is technology in public bathrooms. Public bathrooms are available 
everywhere: at schools, in restaurants, in hospitals, in supermarkets and in other public buildings. Almost 
everyone is using public bathroom during their daily life. Therefore, although less noticeable than the 
others, technology in public bathrooms has made tremendous impact on people’s daily lives.  
Like many other technologies, technology in public bathrooms arose as a result of preceding 
stimulating changes in society. The growth of MP3 players came after the explosion of music industry in 
the early 1990s. The advent of video game consoles followed one of the apexes of game industry in the 
1950s. The advance of technology in public bathrooms nowadays dates back to the remarkable 
development of infrastructure and building boom in the United States during the 20th century. Many 
cities formed, ensued by the construction of more public buildings, and finally public bathrooms became 
more common. As a result, many earliest manufacturers of bathroom fixtures started to shift their focus 
from private to public bathrooms.  
When walking into public bathrooms today, a variety of fixtures and technologies in use could be 
noticed. Those fixtures differ from bathroom to bathroom, ranging from traditional, to simple 
technology-based, to high-tech fixtures. Technology has brought to people plentiful options. Different 
levels of technology exist to satisfy different needs for public bathrooms. 
The objective of this project is to study the growth of public bathroom industry, to survey 
available technologies and to analyze their impacts on the environment and people’s lives. The 
remainder of the report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide with a background research on 
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the history and growth of public bathrooms. Many fixtures in current public bathrooms are available, but 
only the most common fixtures are discussed within the scope of this project. In Chapter 3, we introduce 
five main research areas of this project. They relate to five factors that are proved to have most impact 
on people’s consideration about public bathroom fixtures. Chapter 4 proposes the categorization of 
fixtures into major traditional and technological types based on their technologies and the rate of 
physical contact with user. Chapter 5 includes methodologies for data gathering and analysis. A database 
of public bathrooms is established from field research, followed by in-depth analyses of use of 
technology in public bathrooms. Chapter 6 discusses the results of field research and analysis work, 
leading to important conclusions on use of technology in public bathrooms in different aspects. In 
Chapter 7, technologies available for each fixture are rated and compared based on the five 
aforementioned research factors. The proposed rating results supported by product research explain for 
prevalence of certain technologies discussed in the previous chapter. Chapter 8 introduces an online 
survey used to collect people’s opinion on technology in public bathrooms. People are asked to rate 
fixtures and the importance of five above factors on their use of technologies. Chapter 9 shows and 
analyzes raw results of survey to determine people’s preference and concerns. Difference in opinions 
between male and female users is highlighted. Chapter 10 explains a comparison between gathered data 
from the database and analysis results from the online survey. The comparison focuses on identifying the 
difference between what options are available in reality and what options people prefer to use. Finally, 
Chapter 11 provides an overview of the most important conclusions in our project. The results of this 
project are substantiated by a database of 104 public bathrooms visited and a survey result with 372 
responses.  
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2. Background 
Civilization has paved the way for tremendous changes in public bathroom technologies. Many 
types of technologies could be observed today. They were invented and continuously improved to better 
serve increased human needs. A walk back in the history of public bathroom will reveal how these 
changes occurred.  
2.1 – Public Bathrooms VS. Private Bathrooms 
Since the goal of this project is to study technology in public bathrooms, it is first important to 
distinguish between a public bathroom and a private bathroom. As their keywords (“public” and 
“private”) imply, the most importance difference is its target user. A public bathroom is a room or a small 
building containing different fixtures, most importantly toilets, for use by the general public, staff or 
customers of specific services. They may be provided by the local authority, the owner of a public 
building or the owner of a service (Greed, 2006). Some public bathrooms are provided for free use, while 
others may charge a small fee or encourage a small tip for entrance. Public bathrooms are available in a 
variety of public places: in airports, railway stations, restaurants, schools, and even on long-distance 
public transport vehicles. Unlike public bathrooms, private bathrooms are owned and intended to be 
used by an individual or a small group of people such as a family. In addition, private bathrooms are 
typically not gender classified, whereas public bathrooms are separated by gender into male and female 
facilities and some can be unisex. In summary, the type of bathroom (public or private) is defined based 
upon its target user, regardless of size or technology inside.  
2.2 – Terminology  
 In this report, the term “bathroom” in “public bathroom” is consistently used to denote a public 
hygiene facility, as commonly known in American English. Although the keyword “bath” is misleading, any 
appropriate bathroom of interest does not necessarily need to contain a bathtub or a standing shower 
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tub. In other papers and in daily life, “restroom”, “toilet” and “lavatory” are also used interchangeably 
with “bathroom”. We assume they have similar meaning in this report (Greed, 2003). 
 Fixture is a piece of equipment in a public bathroom. Each fixture has a different function. For 
each fixture, there are usually more than one type of technology available. Regardless of the type, 
technology should not change the fixture’s primary functions.  
2.3 – History of Public Bathroom 
The history of public bathroom has long been a controversy among social historians. There is no 
reliable documentation to confirm the exact first inventor of public bathroom. However, it is widely 
believed that the concept of public bathroom began when there was a need for social gathering and 
social events. One of the earliest vestiges of a primitive public bathrooms were found to be in the period 
of the Roman Empire (about 27 B.C.). In fact, the Romans built many public bathrooms, bathhouses and 
latrines to serve their social activities and war activities. Back in those days, privacy was not a big concern 
as of today. Bathrooms were constructed with stone seats next to each other without partitions of any 
kind. Hygiene was maintained by a network of sewers dug under those “stone toilets” to collect 
rainwater and sewage. After using the toilet, people were provided with a sea sponge attached to a stick 
to wipe their behinds, instead of toilet paper in modern time (Lambert, 2012). Figure 1 shows remnants 
of a typical public bathroom in the Roman Empire. Public bathrooms were common in this period, and 
according to a historical source, at one point the Romans built 144 communal bathrooms (Suddath, 
2009).  
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Figure 1. A large latrine in Ostia Antica, built in the Roman Empire (Martin, 2010). 
Since the Roman Empire, public bathrooms have developed over time, but bathroom technology 
really took off during the 20th century, when people started to care more about hygiene, energy 
efficiency and environment-friendliness (Suddath, 2009). Hygiene concerns have led to the introduction 
of automatic faucets, soap dispensers and hand dryers. Energy concerns have resulted in self-closing tap. 
Environmental concerns have given rise to electric hand dryers in order to replace paper towel. As a 
result, the modern public bathroom today is a combination of sophisticated fixtures with enhanced 
efficiency.  
2.4 – Common Fixtures in Public Bathroom 
In a modern public bathroom, a large number of fixtures with different functions could be 
observed. However, within the scope of this project, only common fixtures that meet most basic needs in 
public bathroom will be further studied. Those fixtures of interest are toilet and urinal for urination and 
waste excretion, faucet for hand washing, soap dispenser for hand sanitizing, and hand dryer and paper 
towel dispenser for hand drying. Except for urinal which is only available in men's bathrooms, these 
fixtures appear in almost every standard public bathroom and serve the most important needs.  
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2.5 – Summary 
By understanding the difference between a public bathroom and a private bathroom, we were 
able to identify appropriate subjects of survey. It was also important to know that people in different 
regions of language might call a bathroom in different names, such as restroom, toilet or lavatory. As long 
as they contain similar fixtures and serve equivalent functions, they could be treated as the same. The 
history of public bathroom development gives hint to what people care about in building a bathroom. In 
response to those concerns, the function and efficiency of bathroom technology has been developed 
over time, leading to the arising of many new fixtures. The most common fixtures that are within the 
scope of this project include toilet, urinal, faucet, soap dispenser, hand dryer and paper towel dispenser. 
These fixtures will be further studied in field research and follow-up analyses.   
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3. Research Questions 
A fundamental question at the beginning of this project is to determine what is important to 
owners, facility staffs and users when furnishing or using a public bathroom. How do people compare 
between a traditional fixtures versus a more technology-based fixture? Why do people favor a specific 
type of technology? In order to answer these questions, we must come up with a metrics to compare 
between the traditional and different types of technology available for each fixture and find the 
difference between these options. Five important factors that people usually consider are initial cost, 
environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability. These factors are applied consistently 
for analysis and comparison among all fixtures.  
3.1 – Initial Cost  
Cost is hypothesized as one of the common factors people usually consider when furnishing their 
public bathroom. It is classified into initial cost and recurring cost. Initial cost is the cost incurred during 
purchase of a fixture. For simplification in this project, shipping, handling and installation costs are 
disregarded, and the initial cost is assumed to be the selling price of the fixture. While initial cost exists 
for all fixture, recurring cost is only valid for certain types of fixtures. Unlike initial cost which is a one-
time charge, recurring cost is the regular cost incurred repeatedly during operation of a fixture. Typically, 
only fixtures that consume energy (electricity, water, battery, etc.) or material (paper, etc.) have 
recurring cost. In these cases, recurring costs are determined from periodic energy bills or material bills. 
Because recurring cost is not constant and depends on many variables, recurring cost is not considered to 
be a primary factor in this project. 
3.2 – Environmental Impact 
 Environmental impact has grown to be a more serious concern at the current time, which leads 
to green technology race in many industries, including public bathroom fixture. One important parameter 
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for environmental impact is pollution level. Pollution level defines the direct impact the technology make 
on the environment, such as the rate of CO2 emission or the amount of raw material being used. 
Investigating these specifications will give ample valuable information, such as revealing the 
environment-friendliness of the technology. 
3.3 – Energy Efficiency 
Energy efficiency is important to both public bathroom's owners and users. It is determined from 
the rate of energy consumption by a fixture. The energy source could be electricity, water or battery, 
depending on what type of energy the fixture is run on or uses. An energy-efficient technology would 
help a fixture consume less energy to operate and provide equivalent or superior performance. 
3.4 – Hygiene 
Hygiene is a major concern for both public bathroom’s owners and users. In this project, it is 
defined as a goal to reduce the risk of contamination and infection. A technology is considered more 
hygiene if it could foster cleanliness and prevention of infection. Because every fixture has a different 
function, detailed judgment of hygiene also varies and is explained later in this report.  
3.5 – Reliability  
Reliability is another factor that is examined in order to understand the difference between 
technologies. From a technical viewpoint, it is defined as the ability of a fixture to consistently perform its 
intended function on demand and without degradation or failure. Expected life span and warranty are 
two main parameters that could be used to determine reliability. Expected life span is defined as the time 
that a fixture is expected to remain functional after it is placed into use. Warranty is the time a fixture’s 
manufacturing company promises to repair or replace it if there is a problem during operation.  
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3.6 – Summary 
User behavior is an interesting topic of research in this project. Initial cost, environmental impact, 
energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability are identified as five factors that have most impacts on people’s 
decision when furnishing or using public bathroom. Metrics used to evaluate fixtures and their 
technologies based on these factors will be established in a subsequent chapter. The result of this 
research will provide an insight into the pros and cons of public bathroom technologies, justify the 
development of this industry, and explain interesting user behaviors in public bathrooms.  
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4. Technology Categorization of Public Bathroom Fixtures 
The rapid growth of technology in public bathroom in the past few decades has led to the 
introduction of a multitude of bathroom fixtures and different technologies. American Standard, a well-
known company in bathroom appliance industry, for example, has a product portfolio of more than a 
hundred models of faucets, urinals and toilets (American Standard, 2015). Therefore, it is hardly possible 
to assess every single model that will be cataloged. In order to solve this problem, at the beginning of the 
project, categorization of fixtures into major traditional and technological types was done. Categorization 
was primarily based upon the level of physical contact of the fixtures with user.  
4.1 – Toilet 
 A toilet is the number one most common fixture in public bathrooms. The three most common 
types of its technology are touchless-flush toilet, dual-flush toilet and manual-flush toilet. All of them use 
the same basic toilet seats but have different flushing mechanisms.  
 Touchless flush toilet: Flush is activated by a non-touch motion sensor mounted inside the tank. 
The sensor is typically run on batteries.  
 Dual-flush toilet: Flush comes with two options, one for solid waste (higher flushing rate), and the 
other for liquid waste (lower flushing rate). 
 Manual-flush toilet: Flush requires manual control to activate.  
Out of three options, manual-flush toilet is considered as a traditional, non-technological fixture. 
Touchless-flush and dual-flush toilets with more advanced components are considered as technological 
fixtures. Figure 2 shows the three basic types of toilets categorized in this study. 
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Figure 2. Three basic types of toilet: touchless-flush, dual-flush and manual-flush toilets 
4.2 – Urinal 
 A urinal is a toilet-like fixture but only for urination. It is generally for males in order to reduce 
the amount of water usage and time consumption. Touchless-flush urinal, waterless urinal and manual-
flush urinal are the three basic categories of urinals. Touchless-flush urinal and manual-flush urinals use 
the basic same type of urinal tank but have different types of flush valves. One has a mounted motion 
sensor that automatically flushes after using, and the other requires physical contact with the valve to 
flush. Unlike the other types, waterless urinal does not use water and has no flushing mechanism. Details 
for each type is further explained below:    
 Touchless flush urinal: is widely used in the heavy traffic public bathrooms. It not only saves the 
time for users but also provides users with better hygiene. This type of technology works by a 
motion infrared sensor and also has a small button to flush down manually if its infrared sensor 
does not work. If a person stands in front of the urinal and leaves, it flushes down the urinal 
automatically. However, in order to prevent false alarm of infrared sensor, a person has to be in 
front of urinal for at least 5 to 7 seconds for flushing mechanism to be activated.  
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 Waterless urinal: is the most recent innovation type of urinal. It does not require any water to 
flush down. It uses an outlet system called rubber flat tube. It is filled with special liquid which is 
lighter than urine and water, so it traps both urine and odors. Those rubber flat tube usually has 
to be replaced every 3 to 6 months. The effect of preventing odor between waterless urinal and 
water-used urinals remains a debate. Moreover, this type of urinal requires skillful installation 
and high maintenance level. Due to these factors, waterless urinal is not currently widely used in 
public bathrooms.  
 Manual-flush urinal: is the most standard urinal in the world. Flush is activated by manual 
control.  
Out of three options, manual-flush urinal is considered as a traditional, non-technological fixture. 
Touchless-flush and waterless urinals with more advanced components are considered as technological 
fixtures. Figure 3 shows the three basic types of urinals categorized in this study.  
 
Figure 3. Three basic types of urinal: touchless-flush, waterless and manual-flush urinals 
4.3 – Faucet 
A critical need for increased water saving has given rise to many types of technology for 
bathroom faucet. The most common types nowadays are as follows:  
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 Automatic faucet: Faucet is equipped with a motion sensor that opens its valve to allow water to 
flow in response to the presence of hands in close proximity. 
 Self-closing (non-concussive) faucet: The faucet needs physical contact to turn on but can 
automatically turn itself off after a period of time.  
 Manually controlled faucet: Faucet requires manual control to turn itself on and off.  
Out of three options, manually controlled faucet is considered as a traditional, non-technological 
fixture. Automatic and self-closing faucets with more advanced components are considered as 
technological fixtures. Figure 4 shows the three basic types of faucet categorized in this study.  
 
Figure 4. Three basic types of faucet: automatic, self-closing and manually controlled faucets 
4.4 – Soap Dispenser 
 Soap dispensers are usually made from companies that also provide soap solutions. The top two 
common soap dispenser types in the market are: 
 Automatic soap dispenser: Dispenser is equipped with a motion sensor that dispenses a 
controlled amount of soap solution in response the presence of hands in close proximity. 
 Manual soap dispenser: Dispenser requires direct hand push to dispense soap solution. 
Out of two options, manual soap dispenser is considered as a traditional, non-technological 
fixture. Automatic soap dispenser with more advanced components is considered as a technological 
fixture. Figure 5 shows the two basic types of soap dispensers categorized in this study. 
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Figure 5. Two basic types of soap dispenser: automatic and manual soap dispensers 
4.5 – Electric Hand Dryer 
 Electric hand dryers were invented to replace paper towel dispenser and lessen the need to use 
paper towel for hand drying. Many types of technology for hand dryer are currently available. The most 
commonly observed hand dryers are as follows: 
 Touch-free warm air dryer: Dryer dries hands with hot air.  
 Touch-free jet air dryer: Dryer dries hands with a jet of unheated air and usually incorporates an 
air filter. 
 Hand dryer with push button: Dryer operates when pushing a start button. 
Out of three options, hand dryer with push button is considered as a traditional, non-
technological fixture. Touch-free warm and jet air dryers with more advanced components are 
considered as technological fixtures. Figure 6 shows the three basic types of hand dryers categorized in 
this study. 
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Figure 6. Three basic types of hand dryer: touch-free warm and jet air dryers and hand dryer with push button 
4.6 –Paper Towel Dispenser 
Despite the growing presence of electric hand dryers, paper towel dispensers are still being 
widely used in public bathrooms for having broader applications. Paper Towel dispensers are classified 
into: 
 Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor: Dispenser is equipped with a motion sensor 
allowing hands-free pull dispensing.  
 Touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor: Dispenser has a rolling mechanism allowing 
hands-free pull dispensing.  
 Lever paper towel dispenser: Dispenser incorporates a sliding lever that requires manual 
dispensing.   
 Recessed paper towel dispenser with waste receptacle: paper towel dispenser and waste bin are 
installed in a single unit. Paper is folded, stacked and put into the dispenser. A small paper trash 
bin is placed underneath. 
Out of four options, touch-free dispenser without sensor, lever dispenser and recessed dispenser 
with waste receptacle are considered as traditional, non-technological fixtures with no special internal 
components. Touch-free dispenser with sensor is considered as a technological fixture with more 
advanced components. Figure 7 shows the four basic types of hand dryers categorized in this study. 
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Figure 7. Four basic types of paper towel dispenser: touch-free dispenser with sensor, touch-free dispenser without 
sensors, lever dispenser, and recessed dispenser with waste receptacle 
4.7 – Summary 
Based on features and the rate of physical contact with user, each of six common fixtures were 
categorized into major traditional and technological types. The traditional options that require most 
direct control from user include manual-flush toilet, manual-flush urinal, manually controlled faucet, 
manual soap dispenser, hand dryer with push button, touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor, 
lever paper towel dispenser and recessed paper towel dispenser with waste receptacle. More advanced 
types with sensor-operated or technological features are dual-flush toilet, touchless-flush toilet, 
waterless urinal, touchless- flush urinal, self-closing faucet, automatic faucet, automatic soap dispenser, 
touch-free warm or jet air hand dryer, and touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor. Categorization 
of fixtures into different technologies initiated the study of technology use in public bathroom.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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5. Methodology for Studying Technology Use in Public 
Bathrooms 
Much research has been done in the past in order to study the use of separate fixtures in public 
bathrooms. It has been conducted by fixture manufacturing companies, research facilities or public 
bathroom associations (BioCote, 2013). However, few of them investigated all of the fixtures or were 
done with a large subject size. In this project, the use of six most common fixtures in public bathrooms is 
studied both separately and in relation to each other. A database of public bathrooms is collected in 
order to support the study.  
5.1 – Data Collection 
The first phase of the project focuses on cataloging the current use of technology in public 
bathrooms at multiple places such as schools, transport stations, museums, restaurants and other public 
buildings. A simple form was designed to assist in collecting data effectively during field research. The 
form includes short questions about geographical information of visiting places and multiple-choice 
questions about available types of bathroom fixtures and technologies. The form underwent many 
revisions, and was finally composed in the format of a Google Form. This online form allowed filling out 
with any Internet-connected tablets or mobile smartphones, which saved time and effort in collecting 
data during field research. Each entry was automatically recorded and saved to a Google Worksheet.  
The cataloging form focuses on collecting information on most popular fixtures in public 
bathrooms such as toilet, urinal, faucet, soap dispenser, hand dryer and paper towel dispenser. The 
survey also allows adding detailed comment for additional features, fixtures or technologies in use other 
than the default options in the survey. The complete form is given in the Appendix A1.  
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5.2 – Data Analysis 
The next step was to analyze the data acquired from field research with the online Google Form. 
There are four main analyses that were done based on available collected information.  
 The first goal of the field research was to identify how many public bathrooms have adopted 
technology. Many options in technology have been made available in public bathrooms in order to 
increase hygiene, convenience or aesthetic. The prevalence in use of technology was determined from 
bathroom-based analysis. Each bathroom would be reviewed and assigned to one of the following three 
levels of technological prevalence: no technology, mixed technology and all technology. At the end, how 
prevalent technology has become in public bathrooms is assessed.                                                                                     
Second, prevalence of technologies based on their corresponding functions in public bathroom 
was determined, regardless of the sizes of bathrooms or their belonging types of place. There are four 
primary functions that fixtures in public bathroom perform: urination by toilet and urinal, hand washing 
by faucet, hand sanitizing by soap dispenser, hand drying by electric hand dryer and paper towel 
dispenser. Usage ranks were assigned to each technology in each function based on proportion, and the 
difference was illustrated by bar graphs.  
Third, prevalence of fixture technologies was determined based on sizes of public bathroom. 
Public bathrooms were classified into small, medium and large groups during field research. Other 
fixtures such as urinal, hand dryer or paper towel dispenser may not always be available, but toilet is 
present in all of public bathrooms. Therefore, size of public bathroom was decided by counting the 
number of toilets or toilet stalls. Convention for size of public bathroom is as follows: small bathrooms 
have 1-3 toilets, medium bathrooms have 4-6 toilets, and large bathrooms have 7 toilets or above. 
Similar to the second analysis, prevalence was determined from proportion. After that, prevalence in use 
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of technology with respect to size of public bathroom was investigated and compared with result of the 
first analysis.  
Finally, prevalence of fixture technologies were determined again according to the types of place 
of public bathroom. The three most common places where public bathrooms were visited are 
commercial places, educational institutions and transport stations. Commercial places include shopping 
malls, stores, restaurants, etc. Educational institutions include high schools, colleges, universities and 
research labs. Transport stations include airports, bus and train stations. Other places that have limited 
gathered data was classified as “other” type. Similar methodology and presentation in the second 
analysis were applied on the last analysis. Prevalence in use of technology with respect to types of place 
was then investigated and compared with result of the first analysis.  
5.3 – Summary 
Based on the database of public bathrooms collected during field research, use of technology was 
investigated in different aspects. There were four analyses that were done. First, prevalence in use of 
technology was determined from bathroom-based analysis. Secondly, prevalence of technologies was 
analyzed based on their corresponding functions. Next, prevalence of technologies was determined again 
based on sizes of public bathroom. Finally, prevalence of technologies was analyzed based on different 
types of place. Difference in four sets of result will be highlighted during discussion in the next chapter.    
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6. Results for Studying Technology Use in Public 
Bathrooms 
There are 104 public bathrooms being cataloged in this project, ranging from college’s 
bathrooms, airport, bus and train station’s bathrooms, hospital’s bathrooms, restaurant’s bathrooms, 
local attraction’s bathrooms to business office’s bathrooms. Out of 104 public bathrooms, 80 are for 
men, 18 are for women and 6 are unisex. Size of surveyed bathrooms varies from small, medium to large 
bathrooms.  
6.1 – Prevalence in Use of Technology 
A developed industry of public bathroom fixtures has led to the introduction of different 
technologies. Categorization of fixtures into major traditional and technological types was explained in 
detail in Chapter 4. Traditional types are options that require most physical control from user. They 
include manual-flush toilet, manual-flush urinal, manually controlled faucet, manual soap dispenser, 
hand dryer with push button, touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor, lever paper towel 
dispenser and recessed paper towel dispenser with waste receptacle. More advanced options in 
technology include dual-flush toilet, touchless-flush toilet, waterless urinal, touchless-flush urinal, self-
closing faucet, automatic faucet, automatic soap dispenser, touch-free warm or jet air hand dryer, and 
touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor. 
Based on the presence of technology, each bathroom in the database was classified into one of 
three different levels of technological prevalence. Accordingly, 54 out of 104 public bathrooms (52%) 
were observed with a mixture of technological and non-technological fixtures. 43 public bathrooms (41%) 
had all traditional fixtures, and only 7 public bathrooms (7%) had all technological fixtures. Figure 8 
illustrates the proportion distribution between all technology, mixed technology and non-technology 
groups according to the database of public bathrooms.  
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Figure 8. Prevalence in use of technology in general 
Having a mixture of traditional and technological fixtures is a popular trend in most public 
bathrooms that were cataloged. However, the prevalence of traditional fixtures appears greater than the 
presence of technological options. Further studies will be required to identify which specific type is more 
preferred for each fixture.                                                                                                
6.2 – Prevalence of Technologies Based on Functions in Public Bathroom 
The most commonly used fixtures in public bathroom have been previously identified. These are 
toilet and urinal for urination, soap dispenser for hand sanitizing, faucet for hand washing, and electric 
hand dryer and paper towel dispenser for hand drying. In this second analysis, all technologies were 
analyzed for prevalence in their corresponding function.  
6.2.1 – Urination 
Although toilet is more versatile than urinal, they both serve urination need. Toilet is available in 
all public bathrooms, while urinal is less common and only equipped in men's bathrooms. Out of 104 
public bathrooms cataloged in the database, 72 bathrooms (69%) had urinal. This ratio for toilet is 100%. 
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 77 in 104 public bathrooms were observed with manual flush toilets (equivalent to 74%), 22 with 
touchless-flush toilets (21%), and only 5 with dual-flush toilets (5%). By comparison, 46 public bathrooms 
out of 80 men’s bathrooms were equipped with manual-flush urinals (58%), 22 with touchless-flush 
urinals (28%), and only 4 with new-tech waterless urinals (5%). Only 8 out of 80 men’s bathrooms did not 
have urinal. Figure 9 shows the proportion in prevalence of each of toilet and urinal technologies.  
 
Figure 9. Prevalence in use of six different technologies for urination 
Among six types of technology in urination, manual-flush toilet and urinal are the first and second 
most commonly used technologies. Touchless-flush toilet and urinal, though more advanced, are equally 
less common. Finally, dual-flush toilet and waterless urinal are infrequently used in cataloged public 
bathrooms.  
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6.2.2 – Hand Washing 
A water faucet is equipped in most public bathroom to encourage people to wash their hands in 
order to maintain both personal and public sanitation. With 65 public bathrooms observed with manually 
controlled faucets, this technology has the highest prevalence ratio of 62%. Automatic faucets and self-
closing faucets are less common, observed in 32 (31%) and 7 (7%) public bathrooms respectively. Figure 
10 shows the proportion in prevalence of each of the faucet technologies. 
 
Figure 10. Prevalence in use of three different technologies for hand washing        
6.2.3 – Hand Sanitizing  
Besides water, hand washing with soap is a recommended practice to reduce the transmission of 
potentially pathogenic microorganisms. 89 out of 104 public bathrooms visited had soap dispensers 
available, equivalent to 86%. Although not absolutely required, soap dispenser becomes a must-have 
fixture in public bathroom. Specifically, 74 public bathrooms were equipped with manual soap dispenser 
(71%), and 15 public bathrooms with automatic soap dispenser (14%). Figure 11 shows the prevalence of 
each of the soap dispenser technologies. 
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Figure 11. Prevalence in use of two different technologies for hand sanitizing 
6.2.4 – Hand Drying 
A recent study conducted at the University of Bradford and published in the Journal of Applied 
Microbiology in 2010 found that keeping hands wet after washing increases the spread of bacteria 
(Snelling, Saville, Stevens, & Beggs, 2011). Therefore, many technologies of hand drying have been 
introduced to public bathroom, allowing people to dry their hands and keep them clean. Two fixtures 
that primarily perform this function are electric hand dryers and paper towel dispensers. During field 
research, 23 of visited public bathrooms had touch-free warm air dryers (22%), 17 having touch-free jet 
air dryers (16%), and only 1 having a hand dryer with push button (1%).  
By comparison, there were 78 public bathrooms having paper towel dispenser, almost double the 
number of electric hand dryer in public bathrooms. 46 of them were observed with touch-free dispensers 
without sensor (44%), 17 with touch-free dispensers with sensor (16%), 8 with recessed dispensers and 
waste receptacles (7%), and 7 with lever dispensers (7%). Figure 12 shows the prevalence of each of 
electric hand dryer and paper towel dispenser technologies. 
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Figure 12. Prevalence in use of seven different technologies for hand drying 
Among seven types of technology in hand drying, touch-free paper towel dispenser without 
sensor, a traditional option, is most commonly used. The next popular technologies are touch-free warm 
air dryer, touch-free jet air dryer and touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor. The other traditional 
types such as hand dryer with push button, lever paper towel dispenser and recessed paper towel 
dispenser with waste receptacle have become unpopular.   
6.3 – Prevalence of Technologies Based on Sizes of Public Bathroom 
A limitation in the previous study is the number of small bathrooms comprising a majority of 
public bathroom database. 75 randomly visited bathrooms had 1 to 3 toilets and were cataloged small, 
comprising approximately 72% of the database. Only 22 public bathrooms were medium, and 7 were 
large. Therefore, result of the first analysis might not accurately reflect prevalence of technology use in 
medium and large bathrooms. It was necessary that for each size of bathroom, the prevalence of all 
technologies be investigated again and compared with the first analysis. The following result is presented 
by function order.  
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6.3.1 – Urination 
Toilet and urinal are two most important fixtures, fulfilling urination function in public bathroom. 
Figure 13 presents the proportion change in prevalence of toilet and urinal technologies from small, 
medium to large public bathrooms. 
 
Figure 13. Change in prevalence of urination technologies in small, medium and large public bathrooms 
                It could be observed that manual-flush toilet and manual-flush urinal are the most popular 
options in small public bathrooms, with a ratio of 85% and 52% respectively. This result matches with the 
previous analysis. However, these proportions drop in medium bathrooms, to 41% and 27% respectively, 
and in large bathrooms, to 43% and 29% respectively. Touchless-flush toilet and touchless-flush urinal 
rise to the most common places, with 59% and 45% respectively in medium bathrooms, and 57% and 
71% respectively in large bathrooms. Newer technologies such as dual-flush toilet and waterless urinal 
are least widely used in all sizes of bathroom.  
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6.3.2 – Hand Washing 
Result of the previous analysis in Section 6.2 has suggested that automatic faucet is the most 
common option for hand washing, while self-closing faucet is least widely used. Figure 14 shows the 
change in prevalence trends of different faucet technologies based on bathroom size. 
 
Figure 14. Change in prevalence of hand washing technologies in small, medium and large public bathrooms 
                As seen in Figure 14, manually controlled faucet is mostly commonly used in small public 
bathrooms. However, it is only second to automatic type in medium and large bathrooms. Self-closing 
faucet is least widely observed in all public bathrooms for hand washing function.  
6.3.3 – Hand Sanitizing 
It has been previously analyzed that manual soap dispenser is more commonly used in hand 
sanitizing than automatic soap dispenser. Figure 15 shows prevalence changes of automatic and manual 
soap dispensers in three different size groups of public bathroom. 
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Figure 15. Change in prevalence of hand sanitizing technologies in small, medium and large public bathrooms 
                Similar to result of the previous analysis, manual soap dispenser is the most common option for 
hand sanitizing in all public bathrooms, with 84% in small bathrooms, 41% in medium bathrooms, and 
43% in large bathrooms. However, its prevalence becomes less in larger bathrooms. The other available 
technology is automatic soap dispenser. It is observed with rising prevalence when size of public 
bathroom increases, specifically 12% in small bathrooms, 18% in medium bathrooms, and 29% in large 
bathrooms.   
6.3.4 – Hand Drying 
 In the previous analysis, automatic hand dryers and touch-free paper towel dispensers are the 
most popular technological options for hand drying. The other traditional and manual types are less 
widely used. Figure 16 gives another look of their prevalence based on sizes of public bathroom. 
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Figure 16. Change in prevalence of hand drying technologies in small, medium and large public bathrooms 
                According to Figure 16, among three types of technology of hand dryer, touch-free warm air 
dryer is common in all sizes of public bathroom. Its prevalence proportion is 16% in small bathrooms, and 
increases to 27% and 29% in medium and large bathrooms respectively. Touch-free jet air dryer also 
becomes more popular with increasing size of public bathroom, but is generally less commonly used than 
touch-free warm air dryer. Hand dryer with push button is only observed in one small bathroom during 
field research. 
             By comparison, the prevalence of paper towel dispenser technologies varies based on sizes of 
public bathroom. In small bathrooms, touch-free dispenser without sensor is most common with 56% 
ratio. In medium bathrooms, touch-free dispenser with sensor most prevail with 36% ratio. Finally, in 
large bathroom, recessed dispenser with waste receptacle is most widely observed, with 43% ratio. 
Hence, touch-free dispenser without sensor becomes less common in larger bathrooms.  
 Between two fixture options for hand drying, the prevalence of paper towel dispenser is always 
higher than that of electric hand dryer. In small bathrooms, touch-free paper towel dispenser without 
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sensor is most common. In medium bathrooms, touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor becomes 
prevalent. In large bathrooms, recessed paper towel dispenser with waste receptacle is most widely 
observed.  
6.3.5 – Prevalence in Use of Technology based on Sizes of Public Bathroom 
 Changes in prevalence of technologies based on sizes of public bathroom have suggested that 
there are different combinations of technologies used in each small, medium and large bathroom. In this 
analysis, combination of traditional and technological fixtures is investigated with respect to size group. 
Figure 17 shows the prevalence change in use of technology in small, medium and large bathrooms.  
 
Figure 17. Change in prevalence in use of technologies in small, medium and large public bathrooms 
 Contrary to analysis result in Section 6.1, it was determined that using a mixture of traditional 
and technological fixtures is not always the most common option in all three sizes of public bathroom. 
Especially for small public bathrooms, there are 42 out of 75 small bathrooms where all fixtures in use 
were non-technological. This combination has the highest ratio of prevalence, comprising 56% of small 
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bathroom database. The rest of small bathrooms use a mixture of technologies. None of small bathrooms 
possess all technological fixtures.  
In medium and large bathrooms, the prevalence of solely using traditional fixtures substantially 
decreases. Instead, using mixed technology or all technology becomes more common. Mixed-technology 
combination leads in both medium and large bathrooms, with 64% and 86% ratios respectively. This 
result also supports the conclusion that technology is more preferred in bathrooms where expected 
traffic of public bathroom is large.  
6.4 – Prevalence of Technologies Based on Types of Place  
 During field research, there are three major types of place where data were collected. They are 
commercial places, academic institutions and transport stations. Other places are all included in the 
“other” type due to more limited bathroom data. Accordingly, out of 104 public bathrooms in the 
database, there are 34 commercial places, 51 academic institutions, 10 transport stations and 9 other 
places. This study applies the same analysis method as in Section 6.3. The analysis details are as follows. 
6.4.1 – Urination 
Toilet and urinal are two fixtures in the bathroom that serve the purpose of urination.  Figure 18 
presents the proportion change in prevalence of toilet and urinal technologies in four types of places. 
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Figure 18. Change in prevalence of urination technologies in commercial places, academic institutions, transport 
stations and other places 
                Since 80% of the bathrooms in the database are in either commercial places or academic 
institutions, these two types have the more accurate results than transport stations and other places’ 
data. Touchless-flush toilet and touchless-flush urinal are below 20% in commercial and educational 
places. Their ratios both increase to 80% in transport stations where higher traffic is expected. Therefore, 
automatic fixtures are most popular in transport stations, while traditional manual options are most 
common in commercial places and academic institutions. Dual-flush toilet and waterless urinal are 
uncommon in all types of places.  
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6.4.2 – Hand Washing 
Faucet is the only fixture used for hand washing in public bathrooms. Figure 19 shows the 
proportion change in prevalence of faucet technologies in four types of places. 
 
Figure 19. Change in prevalence of hand washing technologies in commercial places, academic institutions, 
transport stations and other places 
                As seen in Figure 19, manually controlled faucet is the most popular fixture in commercial places 
and academic institutions, with prevalence ratios of 57% and 70% respectively. However, in transport 
stations, automatic faucet grows to be most common as hand washing fixture (80%), pushing manually 
controlled faucet to the second place (20%). In other places, automatic faucet is less common than 
manually controlled faucet. Similar to analysis results in Section 6.2 and 6.3, self-closing faucet is not 
widely used in most public bathrooms.   
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6.4.3 – Hand Sanitizing 
Hand sanitizing is done by using soap in public bathrooms. The use of soap dispenser shows how 
people prefer to have soap dispensed. Figure 20 shows prevalence changes of automatic and manual 
soap dispensers in different types of places.  
 
Figure 20. Change in prevalence of hand sanitizing technologies in commercial places, academic institutions, 
transport stations and other places 
                Similar to result of the previous analyses, manual soap dispenser is the most common option in 
all types of places. Its ratio is 69% in commercial places, 94% in academic institutions, 60% in transport 
stations and 56% in other places. Automatic soap dispenser is less common in general, but its prevalence 
increases from 21% and 6% in commercial places and academic institutions respectively, to 40% in 
transport stations. In other words, in places where usage traffic is expected to increase, there are more 
automatic soap dispensers in use. In other types of places, manual soap dispenser is slightly more 
common than automatic soap dispenser.  
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6.4.4 – Hand Drying 
 Hand dryer and paper towel dispenser are two fixtures that serve hand drying in public 
bathrooms. There are bathrooms that have both of these two fixtures, as well as some only having either 
one of hand dryer or paper towel dispenser. Figure 21 shows prevalence changes of hand dryer and 
paper towel dispenser technologies in different types of places. 
 
Figure 21. Change in prevalence of hand drying technologies in commercial places, academic institutions, transport 
stations and other places 
                According to Figure 21, touch-free warm air dryer is widely used in all types of place. It is the 
most common option in commercial places with 44%, transport stations with 50% and in other places 
except for academic institutions with 33%. Touch-free jet air dryer is less common. It has 5% in 
commercial places, 19% in academic institutions, and 40% in transport stations, and there is none of it in 
other types of places in the database. Hand dryer with push button is barely being used in public 
bathrooms. There are only 2% of it in academic institutions, and none in other types of places.  
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By comparison, paper towel dispenser appears in more public bathrooms in commercial places, 
academic institutions and other places except for transport stations than electric hand dryer in total. This 
result is dissimilar to a result from Section 6.2 which concludes that paper towel dispenser is absolutely 
more common than hand dryer. In fact, electric hand dryer is equipped in almost every transport station, 
while paper towel dispenser is not always available.  
Out of four paper towel dispenser options, touch-free dispenser with and without sensor are the 
two most commonly used types. Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor is being used widely in 
commercial and transport buildings with ratios of about 30%. Touch-free paper towel dispenser without 
sensor is more used in academic institutions (74%) and in other places (33%). Lever paper towel 
dispenser is only seen in academic institutions with a small ratio of 6%. Recessed dispenser with waste 
receptacle is not common in commercial or academic institutions, while it is quite popular in transport 
stations and other places.  
6.4.5 – Prevalence in Use of Technology based on Types of Place 
There have been different combinations of traditional and technological fixtures in different 
types of place. In order to determine which place has adopted more technology, another study of 
prevalence in use of technology is conducted based on types of place. As introduced in Section 6.1, 
bathrooms are assigned into three different groups: all technology, mixed technology and no technology. 
Figure 22 illustrates the result of this analysis.   
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Figure 22. Change in prevalence in use of technologies in four primary types of place 
 Similar to results from Section 6.1, most of the bathrooms have mixed technology. In commercial 
places, transport stations and other places except for academic institutions, mixed-technology 
bathrooms are most commonly observed, while the other two kinds of bathrooms are less available. In 
academic institutions, a majority of public bathrooms contain no technology, with a ratio of 65% 
compared to 35% of mixed-technology bathrooms.  
6.5 – Summary 
In the first analysis, based on the database of public bathrooms collected during field research, 
the prevalence in use of technology in all bathrooms was investigated. It has been shown that using a 
mixture of traditional and technological fixtures is a popular trend in most public bathrooms. 
Following the first analysis, the prevalence of technologies based on four functions was 
determined. Manually controlled type is the most commonly used technology for all four functions, 
specifically 74% in toilet and 58% in urinal for urination, 62% in faucet for hand washing, 83% in soap 
dispenser for hand sanitizing, and 44% in touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor for hand 
drying.  
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Contrary to result of the second analysis, manually controlled fixtures are not always the most 
common technology in medium and large bathrooms. This dominating prevalence remains valid only in 
small bathrooms. In medium and large bathrooms, sensor-operated automatic type grows more common 
in toilet, urinal and faucet, replacing the traditional-based manual types. Touch-free warm air dryer and 
touch-free jet air dryer share equal prevalence. In medium bathrooms, touch-free dispenser with sensor 
is most popular, while in larger bathrooms, recessed dispenser with waste receptacle is most widely 
observed for paper towel dispenser. Overall, automatic types of fixtures become more common when 
the expected traffic of public bathroom increases. This conclusion is also supported by an analysis of 
prevalence in use of technology based on sizes of public bathroom. The result shows that using mixed 
technology or all technology becomes more common in larger bathrooms. A hypothesis is that 
technology with automatic feature helps increase hygiene in heavily used public bathrooms by 
circumventing the need to touch common surfaces. An interview with a professional in facility industry 
will further explain and confirm this prediction.  
According to the last analysis, traditional bathroom fixtures such as manual-flush toilet, manual-
flush urinal and manually controlled faucet are present in most public bathrooms. When grouping 
bathrooms by types of place, public bathroom fixtures used in transport stations such as airports, train 
and bus stations, where usage traffic is high, tend to have more advanced technologies. The use of touch-
free, automatic technologies is much higher than the use of basic, non-technological options that require 
physical contact. On the other hand, bathrooms in academic institutions, where access is mostly available 
to local students, are more basic. Throughout the whole analysis of this section, for each function in 
public bathroom, there are more manual fixtures in use than automatic fixtures, except in transport 
stations. However, hand drying fixtures do not seem to follow this rule. There are more touch-free 
technologies being used regardless of the types of place. Based on a previous assumption, touch-free 
fixtures have high hygiene. This result indicates that people care more about having higher hygiene hand 
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drying fixtures than other fixtures, possibly because hand drying is the last step of using a public 
bathroom. 
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7. Rating of Technologies 
The previous results of prevalence analyses have suggested that there are certain types of 
technology that are more commonly used in each fixture. Why they are more preferred than the other 
types in public bathrooms remains a question. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a rating metrics to 
evaluate and compare between technologies. The criteria that were used are based on five important 
research factors - initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability.  
7.1 – Product Research 
A database of public bathroom fixtures obtained from field research was previously analyzed to 
identify available technologies and study prevalence in use of technology. In order to reason the 
existence of different technological prevalence, public bathroom fixtures were examined and compared 
based on five factor criteria. However, instead of rating model by model, a metrics would be established 
and used to evaluate a fixture’s model based on its category of technology. For example, if a fixture A is 
classified into automatic type and this category of technology is rated generally hygiene based on the 
metrics, the fixture will be assigned a high level of hygiene as well.  
In order to establish an objective metrics, doing product research is necessary at the beginning. 
From the initial raw data, all of the available technologies were researched for initial cost, environmental 
impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability information. Ranges of values in each factor were 
established for each technology. Finally, these ranges were split up into Low, Medium and High ratings, in 
order of increasing positive. For example, low rating in initial cost would mean this technology is 
generally expensive compared to the other options of same fixture. High rating in reliability would mean 
it is more reliable than the other types. Accordingly, all cataloged fixtures would be rated Low, Medium 
or High based on their categories of technology. Examples of product research reports are provided in 
the Appendix A2.  
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7.2 – Rating Metrics 
Establishment of Low, Medium and High ranges is first explained in Table 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 
metrics convention to rate fixtures based on their categories of technology are shown in Table 2, 4, 6, 8, 
10, 12.  
7.2.1 – Toilet 
Table 1. Definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings applied to rate toilet's technologies 
1.       Initial cost 
Low $ 600+ (most expensive) 
Medium $ 400-600 (moderately expensive) 
High $ 0-400 (least expensive) 
2.       Environmental impact 
Low Fixture has low energy efficiency, resulting in water wastage.  
Medium Fixture has medium energy efficiency and normal water consumption.  
High Fixture has high energy efficiency, and fosters water saving.  
3.       Energy efficiency 
Low Fixture has a low flushing rate (<1 gpf), which requires multiple flushes to 
wash away the waste. Or fixture has an inefficiently high flushing rate (>1.6 
gpf) (Robertson, n.d.). 
Medium Fixture has medium flushing rate (1-1.6 gpf), but uses same rate for all types 
of waste. 
High Fixture has highly efficient flushing rate, and uses appropriate amount of 
water for disposal of specific types of waste. 
4.       Hygiene 
Low Fixture requires high rate of physical contact with user, which increases risk 
of bacterial contamination. 
Medium Fixture requires medium rate of physical contact with user. 
High Fixture is equipped with high-tech antimicrobial technology, or does not 
require physical contact, which prevents risk of cross-contamination. 
5.       Reliability 
Low Fixture has low lifespan, or requires periodic replacement of certain parts. 
Accompanied warranty is short (1-2 years). 
Medium Fixture has longer lifespan, or requires less replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is medium (3-4 years). 
High Fixture has long lifespan, and does not require periodic replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is long (5 years +). 
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Based on definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings established above, metrics used to rate 
toilet's technologies is shown in Table 2: 
Table 2. Metrics to rate toilet's initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability (L=Low 
rating, M=Medium rating, H=High rating) 
Type of technology Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Touchless-flush 
toilet 
L M M H M 
Dual-flush toilet M H H M M 
Manual-flush toilet H L L L H 
 
Touchless-flush toilet generally has the highest initial cost for additional sensor component. Dual-
flush toilet is moderately expensive for having an advanced valve system that offers double flushing 
options. Out of three technologies, manual-flush toilet is most inexpensive with basic toilet seat and 
valve.  
By allowing different amount of water usage for solid and liquid wastes, dual-flush toilet is 
considered to be most energy efficient, and thus has the highest rating in environmental impact. 
Touchless-flush toilet sets and releases a fixed amount of water per flush, while for manual-flush toilet, 
user could force the number of flushes, which increases the potential amount of water usage. Therefore, 
touchless-flush toilet has a more optimal environmental impact than manual-flush toilet. 
When using sensor-operated toilet, user does not have to touch the lever to activate flushing. 
Touchless-flush toilet, hence, has the highest hygiene level. Dual-flush toilet lever is usually coated with 
an anti-microbial layer, and thereby limit bacterial cross-contamination. It is more hygiene than 
traditional manual-flush toilet that has the highest rate of direct contact with user.  
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However, manual-flush toilet has the highest reliability for easiest maintenance and longest 
warranty. Having more complicated valves or sensor components, touchless-flush toilet and dual-flush 
toilet are equally less reliable.  
7.2.2 – Urinal 
Table 3. Definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings applied to rate urinal's technologies 
1.       Initial cost 
Low $ 900+ (most expensive) 
Medium $ 300-900 (moderately expensive) 
High $ 0-300 (least expensive) 
2.       Environmental impact 
Low Fixture has low energy efficiency, resulting in water wastage.  
Medium Fixture has medium energy efficiency and normal water consumption.  
High Fixture has high energy efficiency, and fosters water saving.  
3.       Energy efficiency 
Low Fixture has a low flushing rate (<1 gpf), which requires multiple flushes to 
wash away waste urine. Or fixture has an inefficiently high flushing rate (>1.6 
gpf). 
Medium Fixture has medium flushing rate (1-1.6 gpf). 
High Fixture has efficient flushing rate, or does not consume water. 
4.       Hygiene 
Low Fixture requires high rate of physical contact with user, which increases risk 
of bacterial contamination. 
Medium Fixture requires medium rate of physical contact with user. 
High Fixture is equipped with high-tech antimicrobial technology, or does not 
require physical contact, which prevents risk of cross-contamination. 
5.       Reliability 
Low Fixture has low lifespan, or requires periodic replacement of certain parts. 
Accompanied warranty is short (1-2 years). 
Medium Fixture has longer lifespan, or requires less replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is medium (3-4 years). 
High Fixture has long lifespan, and does not require periodic replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is long (5 years +). 
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Based on definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings established above, metrics used to rate 
urinal's technologies is shown in Table 4: 
Table 4. Metrics to rate urinal's initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability (L=Low 
rating, M=Medium rating, H=High rating) 
Type of technology Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Waterless urinal M H H H M 
Touchless-flush 
urinal 
L M M M M 
Manual-flush urinal H L L L H 
 
 Waterless urinal has the highest hygiene rating. It does not need water to flush waste urine, and 
thus, there is no water spillover. Since it does not consume water, it is the most energy efficient and has 
minimum environmental impact. Touchless-flush urinal is also known for positive environmental impact. 
However, touchless-flush urinal is moderate at both hygiene and environmental impact because if the 
sensors do not work, it is needed to be flushed manually. Its flush rate is always pre-set with a fixed 
amount of water to be released each time of activation. Out of three categories, manual-flush urinal has 
lowest rating in hygiene and environmental impact. Similar to manual-flush toilet, manual-flush urinal 
allows user to control the number of flushes. Consequently, it increases the possibility of water wastage.  
Due to the extra cost of sensor parts, touchless-flush urinal is the most expensive type. Waterless 
urinal is at medium because it needs special designs and technology to be manufactured. It also requires 
a special filter to be installed in its outlet and needs to be changed every 3 or 6 months depending on the 
models. Due to the fact that sensors and filters can be damaged or do not work properly, both touchless-
flush and waterless urinals have same medium level of reliability since they require special maintenance. 
As the simplest type of urinal, manual-flush urinal has the highest rating in reliability and cost since it 
does not have special technologies and much maintenance to operate. 
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7.2.3 – Faucet 
Table 5. Definitions of Low, Medium and High rating applied to rate faucet's technologies 
1.       Initial cost 
Low $ 500+ (most expensive)  
Medium $ 300-500 (moderately expensive) 
High $ 0-300 (least expensive) 
2.       Environmental impact 
Low Fixture has low energy efficiency, resulting in water wastage.  
Medium Fixture has medium energy efficiency and normal water consumption.  
High Fixture has high energy efficiency, and fosters water saving.  
3.       Energy efficiency 
Low Fixture has an inefficiently high flow rate (>2.2 gallons per minute (gpm)) 
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.). 
Medium Fixture has medium flow rate (1.5-2.2 gpm). 
High Fixture has efficient flow rate (0.5-1.5 gpm). 
4.       Hygiene 
Low Fixture requires high rate of physical contact with user, which increases risk 
of bacterial contamination. 
Medium Fixture requires medium rate of physical contact with user. 
High Fixture does not require physical contact with user, which prevents risk of 
cross-contamination. 
5.       Reliability 
Low Fixture has low lifespan, or requires periodic replacement of certain parts. 
Accompanied warranty is short (1-2 years). 
Medium Fixture has longer lifespan, or requires less replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is medium (3-5 years). 
High Fixture has long lifespan, and does not require periodic replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is long (6 years +). 
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Based on definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings established above, metrics used to rate 
faucet's technologies is shown in Table 6: 
Table 6. Metrics to rate faucet's initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability (L=Low 
rating, M=Medium rating, H=High rating) 
Type of technology Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Automatic faucet L H H H M 
Self-closing faucet M M M M M 
Manually controlled 
faucet 
H L L L H 
 
Automatic faucet is the most expensive type among these three technological options, resulting 
from the use of motion sensor and power supply technologies. Self-closing faucet achieves the goal of 
saving water by closing itself using mechanical mechanism, which reduces the cost compared to 
automatic faucet. Manually controlled faucet is least expensive with no additional technological 
components.  
Automatic faucet has the highest rating in environmental impact due to its best performance of 
water saving. Self-closing faucet has a rating of medium for environmental impact and energy efficiency, 
because it closes itself after a certain amount of time, which potentially could lead to wastage of water. 
Manually controlled faucet tends to waste a big amount of water if it is forgotten to be closed after 
washing.  
Hygiene is measured by the rate of physical contact with user. Automatic faucet is highest ranked 
in hygiene, because there is no need to touch it. Self-closing faucet requires user to physically touch it 
once to initiate, which explains for its medium hygiene. Manually controlled faucet needs to be touched 
twice, before and after using, leading to the lowest rank in hygiene.  
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Warranties of automatic faucet and self-closing faucet are between three and five years, while 
manually controlled faucet is more durable and has a longer warranty of more than six years.  
7.2.4 – Soap Dispenser 
Table 7. Definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings applied to rate soap dispenser's technologies 
1.       Initial cost 
Low $ 30+ (most expensive) 
Medium $ 10-30 (moderately expensive) 
High $ 0-10 (least expensive) 
2.       Environmental impact 
Low Fixture operation leads to damaging effects on the environment. 
Medium Fixture has certain impact on the environment, but does not cause severe 
damage. 
High Fixture does not have negative impact on the environment.   
3.       Energy efficiency 
Low Fixture consumes both energy and soap liquid inefficiently. 
Medium Fixture consumes energy, but uses soap liquid efficiently.  
High Fixture does not consume energy and uses soap liquid efficiently.  
4.       Hygiene 
Low Fixture requires high rate of physical contact with user, which increases risk 
of bacterial contamination. 
Medium Fixture requires medium rate of physical contact with user. 
High Fixture does not require physical contact with user, which prevents risk of 
cross-contamination. 
5.       Reliability 
Low Fixture has low lifespan, or requires periodic replacement of certain parts. 
Accompanied warranty is short (1-2 years). 
Medium Fixture has longer lifespan, or requires less replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is medium (3-4 years). 
High Fixture has long lifespan, and does not require periodic replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is long (5 years +). 
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Based on definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings established above, metrics used to rate 
soap dispenser's technologies is shown in Table 8: 
Table 8. Metrics to rate soap dispenser's initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability 
(L=Low rating, M=Medium rating, H=High rating) 
Type of technology Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Automatic soap 
dispenser 
L M L H M 
Manual soap 
dispenser 
H M H L H 
 
Automatic soap dispenser costs over 30 dollars on average, which is rated low for initial cost. It 
has little or no impact on environment. It is, however, not energy efficient, because it functions the same 
as manual soap dispenser but consumes extra energy from battery to run sensors. For the factor of 
hygiene, it does not require any physical contact with user, which means it is high in hygiene. The 
warranty of automatic soap dispenser is about 3 to 4 years. Therefore, it has medium reliability in the 
metrics provided above.  
Manual soap dispenser is inexpensive, costing less than 10 dollars. It also has little or no impact 
on environment. Compared with automatic soap dispenser, it is more energy efficient since it does the 
same task without using energy. Manual soap dispenser usually has long warranty which is typically more 
than 5 years. It is known to be more durable and reliable.   
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7.2.5 – Electric Hand Dryer 
Table 9. Definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings applied to rate hand dryer's technologies 
1.       Initial cost 
Low $ 500+ (most expensive) 
Medium $ 300-500 (moderately expensive) 
High $ 0-300 (least expensive) 
2.       Environmental impact 
Low Fixture helps replace the use of paper for hand drying, but consumes high 
level of electricity. 
Medium Fixture helps replace the use of paper for hand drying, and consumes 
medium level of electricity. 
High Fixture helps replace the use of paper for hand drying, and consumes low 
level of electricity. 
3.       Energy efficiency 
Low Fixture uses high power (2000W+) for an average drying time of above 15 
seconds 
Medium Fixture uses medium power (1500W-2000W) for an average drying time of 
10-15 seconds 
High Fixture uses low power (1000W-1500W) for an average drying time of 10-12 
seconds 
4.       Hygiene 
Low Fixture requires high rate of physical contact with user, and use of fixture 
adds more bacteria to hands. 
Medium Fixture requires little or no rate of physical contact with user, and use of 
fixture neither kills bacteria nor adds more bacteria to hands.  
High Fixture does not require physical contact with user, and use of fixture kills 
bacteria on hands. 
5.       Reliability 
Low Fixture has low lifespan, or requires periodic replacement of certain parts. 
Accompanied warranty is short (1-5 years). 
Medium Fixture has longer lifespan, or requires less replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is medium (5-10 years). 
High Fixture has long lifespan, and does not require periodic replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is long (10 years +). 
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Based on definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings established above, metrics used to rate 
hand dryer's technologies is shown in Table 10: 
Table 10. Metrics to rate hand dryer's initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability 
(L=Low rating, M=Medium rating, H=High rating) 
Type of technology Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Touch-free jet air 
hand dryer 
L H H M M 
Touch-free warm 
air hand dryer 
M M M L M 
Hand dryer with 
push button 
H L L L H 
 
Touch-free jet air dryer has the initial cost of above $500, receiving the rank of the most 
expensive hand dryers. Despite this, it operates 10-12 seconds to dry hands and uses below 1500W of 
power, thereby recognized with highest rank in energy efficiency. Touch-free warm air dryer and air dryer 
with push button are much cheaper than touch-free jet air dryer. Without using sensor, hand dryer with 
push button could be purchased as low as around $300 and is the least expensive option. However, 
touch-free warm air dryer and hand dryer with push button are less efficient in energy consumption. 
They operate around 1500W to 2300W for 12-30 seconds on average.  
According to a research conducted by Kimberly Clark Professional on safe hand drying, both jet 
and hot air dryers could carry the risk of bacterial cross-contamination. Jet air dryer increases the 
bacteria count on drying hands by 42%, while warm air dryer increases the bacteria count by 194% due to 
the heated air increasing the rate of bacteria production (Kimberly-Clark Professional, 2009). Using jet air 
dryer may increase some bacteria during drying, but it is still safer and cleaner than using warm air dryer. 
Therefore, hygiene for jet air dryer has medium ranking, while other two electric hand dryers are ranked 
the lowest.  
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In terms of environmental impact, using any electric hand dryers helps reduce the consumption 
of paper from landfill each year. However, with higher level of energy efficiency, touch-free jet air dryer 
has higher rank in environmental impact than warm air dryer and air dryer with push button.  
Most of the jet air dryers and warm air dryers have the warranty of 5 to 10 years, whereas 
products from air dryers with push button category have longer warranty. For example, manually 
controlled Xlerator by Excel has an unlimited warranty, and manually controlled World Dryer has 10+ 
years for warranty. Therefore, when comparing the reliability of all three hand dryer categories, air dryer 
with push button has the highest rating.  
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7.2.6 – Paper Towel Dispenser 
Table 11. Definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings applied to rate paper towel dispenser's technologies 
1.       Initial cost 
Low $ 150+ (most expensive) 
Medium $ 50-150 (moderately expensive) 
High $ 0-50 (least expensive) 
2.       Environmental impact 
Low Use of fixture increases the typical consumption of paper towel. 
Medium Use of fixture is about the typical consumption of paper towel. 
High Use of fixture reduces the typical consumption of paper towel. 
3.       Energy efficiency 
Low Average consumption of paper towel per person is high.  
Medium Average consumption of paper towel per person is medium.  
High Average consumption of paper towel per person is low.  
4.       Hygiene 
Low Fixture requires high rate of physical contact with user, which increases risk 
of bacterial contamination. 
Medium Fixture requires little rate of physical contact with use, which limits risk of 
cross-contamination. 
High Fixture does not require physical contact with user, which prevents risk of 
bacterial contamination.   
5.       Reliability 
Low Fixture has low lifespan, or requires periodic replacement of certain parts. 
Accompanied warranty is short (0-1 years). 
Medium Fixture has longer lifespan, or requires less replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is medium (1-5 years). 
High Fixture has long lifespan, and does not require periodic replacement of parts. 
Accompanied warranty is long (5 years +). 
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Based on definitions of Low, Medium and High ratings established above, metrics used to rate 
paper towel dispenser's technologies is shown in Table 12: 
Table 12. Metrics to rate paper towel dispenser's initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and 
reliability (L=Low rating, M=Medium rating, H=High rating) 
Type of technology Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Touch-free 
dispenser with 
sensor 
M H H H M 
Touch-free 
dispenser without 
sensor 
M H H H L 
Lever dispenser L L L L M 
Recessed dispenser 
with waste 
receptacle 
L L L M M 
 
Recessed paper towel dispenser with waster receptacle has the initial cost of above $300 and is 
the highest in initial cost for paper towel dispensers. Touch-free paper towel dispensers with or without 
sensor and lever paper towel dispenser are ranked medium due to their equally lower initial cost. 
For paper towel dispensers, environmental impact is primarily reflected by their energy 
efficiency. Most of the technological options do not consume extra energy to function except for touch-
free paper towel dispenser with sensor. However, both touch-free dispensers with and without sensor 
foster the saving of paper towel use. Only one piece of paper towel is dispensed each time of use, which 
explains why they are considered high rated in both energy efficiency and environmental impact. 
Meanwhile, user can control the amount of paper towels when using lever dispenser and recessed 
dispenser with waste receptacle, so they are lower rated in those same factors.  
Use of paper towel has been proved to kill bacteria or other germs by 77%, compared to electric 
hand dryers (Kimberly-Clark Professional, 2009).  The difference in hygiene level between different 
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categories of technology is from the level of contact with user. Both touch-free paper towel dispenser 
with and without sensor do not require any contact with the fixtures, and thus are ranked highest in 
hygiene. When using recessed dispenser with waste receptacle, although user does not necessarily need 
to touch the dispenser part, but has to put trash paper into waste bin where a lot of bacteria exist. It is 
ranked medium in hygiene. Finally, due to the fact that user has to manually control the lever to dispense 
paper towel, lever dispenser is ranked lowest in hygiene.  
For reliability, touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor has a low rating, since it is 
difficult to maintain especially when the sensor does not work. It also has shorter length of warranty than 
the other types which have an average warranty of above a year. 
7.3 – Summary 
Product research was done on different models of fixtures based on the database of public 
bathrooms collected during field research. The gathered information helped established ranges of values 
on performance of each fixture’s technology in five different factors – initial cost, environmental impact, 
energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability. These ranges were then split up into Low, Medium, and High 
ratings and were used to rate and compare between available technologies of each fixture. The rating 
was based on product research and observation-supported appraisal. In general, automatic types are 
known for increased energy efficiency and hygiene with positive environmental impact. However, they 
are more expensive and less reliable than traditional, manual options. 
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8. Survey Methodology 
 A survey was conducted to determine the pros and cons of different fixture technologies in terms 
of factors such as initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability. Part of the 
data collected in this report came from the survey taken by people from the local community, and the 
outline of the survey website can be found in Appendix A3.  The feedback from public bathroom users is 
essential in order to analyze the factors people would consider when purchasing and using bathrooms 
fixtures, and understand the selection process of bathroom technologies. The same survey was sent to 
the Assistant VP for Facilities at WPI in order to get the professional opinion on purchasing bathroom 
fixtures at WPI. The results of the survey were extracted into Excel spreadsheet and portable document 
format (pdf) for analysis. 
8.1 – Online Survey 
An online survey was created using Qualtrics online survey website as it enables surveyors to 
collect various kind of data gathering and flexibility in controlling the survey. The first page of the survey 
questions consist of age, geographical regions the users reside and gender. The questions for preferences 
on toilets, faucets, soap-dispensers, hand dryers and paper towel dispensers would be asked to both 
genders except urinals. If male were to be selected, the user would have to answer their preference on 
urinals.  
 The questions on gender, age and geographic regions are necessary for the bathroom survey to 
get the idea of what kind of social groups, gender or age groups are giving answers in order to better 
understand different ideologies and their opinions when using bathroom fixtures since different age 
groups, genders and people from different countries have different point of views on any given subject. 
 In the bathroom survey, there are total of six different fixtures used for different purposes. Each 
fixture is sub-divided into categories of fixtures. For example, there are three categories in urinal; 
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waterless urinal, touchless-flush urinal and manual-flush urinal. The survey participants would have to 
rate each category of every fixture so the team could compare and analyze the data with other bathroom 
factors; initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability. 
 The mean preference for a fixture or bathroom factor is calculated with the percentage data 
extracted from Qualtrics. Each of the options: strongly dislike, dislike, neither like nor dislike, like, and 
strongly like, is assigned a value 1 through 5, respectively. Then mean is calculated by multiplying each 
percentage by its corresponding assigned value, summing them, and dividing by 100 percent. Example 
data and an example calculation are provided below. 
Table 13. Example of data analysis from the survey 
                               ( 1 )               ( 2 )                  ( 3 )                ( 4 )              ( 5 ) 
Type of 
technology 
Strongly 
Dislike 
Dislike Neither 
Like nor 
Dislike 
Like Strongly 
Like 
Total 
Responses 
Mean 
Waterless 
Urinal 
9% 15% 27% 27% 21% 201 3.4 
  
 
Mean of respondent’s preference is calculate as follows: 
  
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =  
(9% × 1) + (15% × 2) + (27% × 3) + (27% × 4) + (21% × 5)
100%
= 3.4 
8.2 – Summary 
 Based on survey answers collected, the users’ preferences on types of fixtures would be analyzed 
against users’ preferences on each bathroom factor. This is to understand the effect of each bathroom 
factor has on the users’ preferences on types of fixtures. The survey answers from the Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute’s facility can be found in Appendix A6 and the optional comments on the survey 
were in Appendix A4. 
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9. Survey Data Analysis 
 Qualtrics online survey tool was effective in analyzing and visualizing survey data collected. The 
mean and percentage for each answer were all calculated automatically. 372 participants took the survey 
and 54 participants answered the free-form text question. The results were extracted and analyzed based 
on the gender, age, location, and fixtures preferences with bathroom’s factors preferences. 
9.1 – Raw Results 
Below are the raw survey results that were extracted from Qualtrics: 
1. What is your gender? 
Table 14. There were 54% male and 46% female out of 372 participants who took in the bathroom survey. 
Answer Response % 
Male 201 54% 
Female 171 46% 
Total 372 100% 
 
2. What is your age? 
Table 15. Age distribution of the participants 
Answer Response % 
under 12 0 0% 
12-17 1 0% 
18-24 176 47% 
25-34 48 13% 
35-44 34 9% 
45-54 52 14% 
55-74 58 16% 
75 or older 3 1% 
Total 372 100% 
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3. In what geographic location do you reside? 
Table 16. A distribution of continents where participants are from 
Answer Response % 
North America 326 88% 
Latin America 3 1% 
Europe 5 1% 
Africa 2 1% 
Asia 28 8% 
Oceania 8 2% 
Total 372 100% 
 
Most of the participants came from the age of 18 to 24. The highest population who took the 
survey was located in North America while a few percentages of participants were from other continents 
since most of the local communities participated in the survey. 
4. Please rate the following types of fixture for URINAL: 
Table 17. Mean distribution of users' preferences on types of urinal 
Question 
Strongly 
Dislike Dislike 
Neither Like 
nor Dislike Like 
Strongly 
Like 
Total 
Responses Mean 
Waterless 
Urinal 9% 15% 27% 27% 21% 201 3.4 
Touchless-
Flush Urinal 1% 4% 13% 38% 43% 201 4.2 
Manual 
Flush Urinal 13% 25% 33% 24% 4% 201 2.8 
 
From Tables 17 to 23, the mean represents the mean preference and according to Table 17, the 
Touchless-Flush Urinals are highly preferred by people while the Manual Flush Urinals are least favored.  
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5. Please rate the following types of fixture for TOILET: 
Table 18. Mean distribution of users' preferences on types of toilet 
Question 
Strongly 
Dislike Dislike 
Neither Like 
nor Dislike Like 
Strongly 
Like 
Total 
Responses Mean 
Touchless-Flush 
Toilet 3% 8% 16% 35% 38% 372 4.0 
Dual Flush Toilet 2% 8% 31% 34% 26% 372 3.7 
Manual Flush 
Toilet 15% 18% 42% 22% 3% 372 2.8 
 
In Table 18, the Touchless-Flush and dual flush toilets are highly favored by people while the 
manual flush toilets are least favored. 
6. Please rate the following types of fixture for FAUCET: 
Table 19. Mean distribution of users' preferences on types of faucet 
Question Strongly 
Dislike Dislike 
Neither Like 
nor Dislike Like 
Strongly 
Like 
Total 
Responses Mean 
Automatic 
Sensor Faucet 2% 12% 9% 34% 43% 372 4.0 
Self-closing 
Faucet 22% 30% 22% 21% 5% 372 2.6 
Manually 
Controlled 
Faucet 9% 12% 30% 34% 14% 372 3.3 
 
In the Table 19, automatic sensor faucets are highly favored in terms of mean preference 
whereas the self-closing and manually controlled faucets are least favored by people.  
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7. Please rate the following types of fixture for SOAP DISPENSER: 
Table 20. Mean distribution of users' preferences on types of soap dispenser 
Question 
Strongly 
Dislike Dislike 
Neither Like 
nor Dislike Like 
Strongly 
Like 
Total 
Responses Mean 
Automatic Sensor 
Soap Dispenser 2% 8% 9% 39% 41% 371 4.1 
Manual Soap 
Dispenser 10% 16% 44% 25% 4% 371 3.0 
 
The mean preference in the Table 20 shows that the automatic sensor soap dispensers are highly 
preferred by people while the manual soap dispensers are least preferred by people. 
8. Please rate the following types of fixture for HAND DRYER: 
Table 21. Mean distribution of users' preferences on types of hand dryer 
Question 
Strongly 
Dislike Dislike 
Neither Like 
Nor Dislike Like 
Strongly 
Like 
Total 
Responses Mean 
Touch-free Jet Air 
Dryer 7% 12% 12% 31% 38% 372 3.8 
Touch-free Warm 
Dryer 9% 14% 16% 41% 20% 372 3.5 
Air Dryer with 
Push Button 26% 31% 28% 14% 2% 372 2.3 
 
In the Table 21, people highly favored Touch-free Jet air dryers while the air-dryers with push 
button are least favored. 
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9. Please rate the following types of fixture for TOWEL DISPENSER: 
Table 22. Mean distribution of users' preferences on types of paper towel dispenser 
Question 
Strongly 
Dislike Dislike 
Neither Like 
Nor Dislike Like 
Strongly 
Like 
Total 
Responses Mean 
Touch-free Paper 
Towel Dispenser with 
Sensor 3% 6% 14% 43% 34% 372 4.0 
Touch-free Paper 
Towel Dispenser 
without Sensor 3% 12% 25% 42% 18% 372 3.6 
Lever Paper Towel 
Dispenser 11% 28% 34% 23% 4% 372 2.8 
Recessed Paper Towel 
Dispenser with Waste 
Receptacle 15% 16% 35% 27% 8% 372 3.0 
 
In this case, people preferred both touch-free paper towel dispensers with sensor the most to 
touch-free paper towel dispensers without sensor, lever paper towel dispensers and recessed dispensers.  
Later in the analysis of the fixtures against bathroom factors, seven combined categories of air 
dryers and paper towel dispensers were compared and analyzed together since there is a chance that 
people could use air dryers or paper towel dispensers or both when drying their hands.  
10. In your opinion, how important are the following factors for fixtures in public bathrooms? 
Table 23. Mean distribution of users' preferences on five bathroom factors 
Question Very 
Unimportant 
Unimportant Neutral Important Very 
Important 
Total 
Responses 
Mean 
Initial Cost 6% 17% 37% 31% 10% 372 3.2 
Environmental 
Impact 
3% 2% 17% 47% 32% 372 4.0 
Energy 
Efficiency 
3% 2% 16% 46% 33% 372 4.0 
Hygiene 2% 1% 3% 21% 73% 372 4.6 
Reliability 2% 0% 6% 30% 62% 372 4.5 
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Out of five bathroom factors, Hygiene is highly favored by people as they believe it is a lot 
important when using a fixture while initial cost is least seemed to be important. 
 
11. Additional comment on Fixtures in Public Bathrooms: 
All the answers to Question 11 can be seen in Appendix A4. 
 
9.2 – Fixtures VS Factors 
In this section of Chapter 9, the users’ preferences on types of fixtures would be analyzed by 
comparing the users’ preferences on each bathroom factor. This is to understand how the importance of 
each bathroom factor has effect on users’ preferences on types of fixtures. The analysis on users’ 
preferences was made in two ways: as the mean score and the percentage that like or strongly like a 
fixture. The mean score is made is to understand if there is any effect of initial cost on users’ preferences 
of fixtures. The [Strongly] Like in percentage is the same graphical representation as the mean score, 
however, users’ preferences on types of fixtures can be viewed in term of percentage to get a clear 
understanding of the fixtures which most users prefer. 
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9.2.1 Fixtures Vs Initial Cost Preferences 
9.2.1.1 Toilets, Urinals Vs Initial Cost Preferences 
The graph in Figure 23 shows that the initial cost has little to no effect on people’s toilet and 
urinal preferences. This is shown by the fact that people maintain the same order of preference despite 
how important they feel about the initial cost. 
 
Figure 23. Preference means on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Initial Cost 
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The Figure 24 shows that people prefer the most on both touchless technologies of urinals and 
toilets regardless of the importance of initial cost.  This is another way to look at the same results as 
Figure 23, but in terms of percentage. Dual-flush toilet and waterless toilet are the second most 
preferred fixtures.  
 
Figure 24. Preference percentages on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Initial Cost 
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9.2.1.2 Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Initial Cost Preferences 
The graph in Figure 25 shows that the initial cost has little to no effect on people’s preferences of 
faucets and soap dispensers. This result is shown by the fact that people maintain the same order of 
preference despite how they feel on the importance of the initial cost. 
 
Figure 25. Preference means on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Initial Cost 
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The Figure 26 shows that people prefer automatic faucet and automatic soap dispenser 
regardless of Initial Cost.  
 
Figure 26. Preference percentages on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Initial Cost 
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9.2.1.3 Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispenser Vs Initial Cost Preferences 
Figure 27 shows that when taking initial cost into an account, people prefer the cheaper paper 
towel dispensers to the more expensive air dryers. This is shown by the gradually rise in people’s 
preferences of both touch-free paper towel dispensers with or without sensor depending on how 
important the initial cost is. Touch-free jet air dryers and touch-free warm dryers moderately less 
preferred by people compared to touch-free paper towel dispensers.  
 
Figure 27. Preference means on different types of Air Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Initial Cost 
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As shown in Figure 28, there is not much difference in between people’s preference on touch-
free air jet air dryer and warm dryer and people seem to not to fond of air dryer with push button 
regardless of Initial Cost. However people desire touch-free dispenser w/sensor the most in paper towel 
dispenser type.  
 
Figure 28. Preference percentages on different types of Air Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Initial Cost 
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9.2.2 Fixtures Vs Environmental Impact Preferences 
9.2.2.1 Toilets, Urinals Vs Environmental Impact Preferences 
The graph in Figure 29 shows that the environmental impact has very little on people’s toilet 
preferences. This is shown by the fact that people maintain the same order of preference despite how 
important they feel the environmental impact is. The preferences on urinals, however, are different 
except for Touchless-flush urinal which as no change in preference despite how important the 
environmental impact is. Comparing the waterless urinal line against the Touchless-flush urinal line in the 
graph shows the consistency of how important people think using the waterless urinal has better 
environmental impact than using the manual-flush urinal. 
 
Figure 29. Preference means on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Environmental Impact 
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In Figure 30, dual flush toilet and waterless urinal have the different preference depending on 
how important the environmental impact is. It can be observed that their preference goes up by a big 
margin when environmental impact is [very] important. It also can be seen that people desire touchless-
flush types of both fixtures the most regardless of the environmental impact.  
 
Figure 30. Preference percentages on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Environmental Impact 
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9.2.2.2 Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Environmental Impact Preferences 
The graph in Figure 31 shows that the environmental impact has very little to no effect on 
people’s faucets and soap dispenser preferences since there is no change in order of preference despite 
how important they feel the environmental impact is. In terms preferences on faucets and soap 
dispensers, people highly prefer automatic fixtures whether environmental impact is important or not. 
The self-closing faucet turns out to be the least favorite in the faucet categories. 
 
Figure 31. Preference means on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Environmental Impact. 
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The Figure 32 shows that people tend to favor manually controlled faucet more when 
environmental impact is not [very] important than automatic sensor faucet in faucets. However it is vice 
versa when environmental impact becomes matter. In soap dispenser, automatic sensor soap dispenser 
has highest users’ preference whether the environmental impact is important or not. 
 
Figure 32. Preference percentages on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Environmental 
Impact 
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9.2.2.3 Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Environmental Impact Preferences 
The graph in Figure 33 shows that the environmental impact has little effect on the people’s hand 
drying fixtures. Touch-free paper towel dispensers are preferred the most despite how important people 
feel the environmental impact is. However, comparing recessed paper towel and waster dispensers with 
lever paper towel dispensers, people believe the recessed paper towel and waste dispensers are more 
important in term of environmental factor. 
 
Figure 33. Preference means on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Environmental 
Impact 
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As shown in Figure 34, there are not much differences preferences between all types of fixtures 
except for air dryer with push button, which has the lowest proportion whether the environmental 
impact is important or not. 
 
Figure 34. Preference percentages on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on 
Environmental Impact 
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9.2.3 Fixtures Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences 
9.2.3.1 Toilets, Urinals Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences 
The graph in Figure 35 presents that the energy efficiency has very little to no effect on people’s 
toilet and Touchless-flush urinal preferences since there is no change in order for toilets and Touchless-
flush urinal preferences despite how important people feel about the energy efficiency is. However, 
people prefer waterless urinals, which people believe them to be highly efficient, to manual-flush urinals. 
Therefore, Touchless-flush urinal came first, waterless second and manual-flush urinal third in term of 
mean preference when energy efficiency is [Very] important. 
 
Figure 35. Preference means on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Energy Efficiency 
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In Figure 36, only waterless urinal and dual-flush toilet have significant differences regarding on 
how important energy efficiency is because the preference of that type of urinal goes up when energy 
efficiency becomes more important.  
 
 
Figure 36. Preference percentages on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Energy Efficiency 
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9.2.3.2 Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences 
According to Figure 37, the energy efficiency has little effect on people’s soap dispenser 
preferences. Self-closing faucets have the least mean preference compared to the automatic and manual 
faucets whether energy efficiency is unimportant or not. It also appears that people highly prefer 
automatic faucets to manual faucets when it comes to importance of energy efficiency. 
 
Figure 37. Preference means on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Energy Efficiency 
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 There is no major change in soap dispensers since people desire automatic sensor soap 
dispenser nonetheless in Figure 38. However there is significant change in faucets. People tend to prefer 
manually controlled faucet more than automatic sensor faucet when energy efficiency does not matter. 
On the other hand, the choice is vice versa. 
 
Figure 38. Preference percentages on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Energy Efficiency 
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9.2.3.3 Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences 
The graph in Figure 39 shows that energy efficiency has little effect on people’s touch-free paper 
towel dispenser with sensor and air dryer with push button preferences although touch-free paper towel 
dispensers with sensor have highest mean preference while the air-dryers with push button have the 
lowest mean preference when energy efficiency is important. Comparing the other five hand drying 
fixtures, people prefer highly power efficient jet air dryers to moderately energy efficient hand dryers. 
 
Figure 39. Preference means on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Energy 
Efficiency 
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In the Figure 40, it appears that people favor equally of touch-free technologies in both types of 
fixtures regardless of how important energy efficiency. 
 
Figure 40. Preference percentages on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Energy 
Efficiency 
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9.2.4 Fixtures Vs Hygiene Preferences 
9.2.4.1 Toilets, Urinals Vs Hygiene Preferences 
In Figure 41, Hygiene has a lot of impact on the preferences of both fixtures. As hygiene becomes 
more important, people tend to favor touchless-flush types of both fixtures the most because people 
believe they have better hygiene than waterless urinal and dual-flush toilet. Meanwhile both manual-
flush toilet and urinals has the least mean preferences. 
 
Figure 41. Preference means on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Hygiene 
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There is not much significant change in people preference regarding of hygiene matters in Figure 
42. Only dual-flush toilet has an increased in favor when hygiene becomes more important. Nonetheless, 
touchless-flush types of both urinal and toilet are highly favored in both circumstances. 
 
Figure 42. Preference percentages on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Hygiene 
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Touchless-flush toilet 75 74
Dual-flush toilet 25 60
Manual-flush toilet 38 24
Waterless urinal 50 48
Touchless-flush urinal 50 82
Manual-flush urinal 0 28
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9.2.4.2 Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Hygiene Preferences 
The graph in Figure 43 shows that hygiene has a little impact on faucets and soap dispensers 
except self-closing faucet. People’s preference mean considerably goes down as hygiene becomes more 
important. As shown above, people desire automatic types of both soap dispenser and faucet the most. 
 
Figure 43. Preference means on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Hygiene 
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In Figure 44, it seems that people prefer almost equally on all type of technologies when hygiene 
does not matter. It can also be observed that when hygiene is [very] important, automatic sensor types 
of both fixtures have increase in favor than when hygiene is not [very] important. 
 
Figure 44. Preference percentages on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Hygiene 
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9.2.4.3 Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Hygiene Preferences 
In the graph Figure 45, hygiene has a little impact on both air dryers and paper towel dispensers. 
All of touch-free types in both fixtures have the higher preference means than other types.  
 
Figure 45. Preference means on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Hygiene 
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There are no significant impact of hygiene on air dyers and paper towel dispensers. All of the 
touch-free jet air dryers are highly favored by people even though touch-free dispenser without sensor 
paper towel dispenser has less preference percentage when hygiene is not important.  
 
Figure 46. Preference percentages on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Hygiene 
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9.2.5 Fixtures Vs Reliability Preferences 
9.2.5.1 Toilets, Urinals Vs Reliability Preferences 
In the graph shown in Figure 47, reliability has impacts only on touchless-flush toilet and 
waterless urinal. As reliability becomes more important, their preference means goes down even though 
they are still highly favored compared to manual types of both fixtures. 
 
Figure 47. Preference means on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Reliability 
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In Figure 48, when reliability is not important, people’s preference percentages have the perfect 
score on waterless urinal and both touchless-flush types of urinal and toilet. However as reliability 
becomes more concern, it can be observed that preference percentage becomes more equally spread. As 
it is shown, people become to desire more dual-flush toilet by a big margin. 
 
Figure 48. Preference percentages on different types of Toilets and Urinals based on Reliability 
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Touchless-flush toilet 100 73
Dual-flush toilet 33 60
Manual-flush toilet 34 25
Waterless urinal 100 48
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9.2.5.2 Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Reliability Preferences 
In Figure 49, reliability has a huge impact on both self-closing faucet and manually controlled 
faucet. The preference means of both of them goes down as reliability becomes more important. On the 
other hand, both automatic sensor faucet and soap dispenser have the highest means whether the 
reliability is important or not.   
 
Figure 49. Preference means on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Reliability 
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As shown in Figure 50, people’s preference percentage on self-closing faucet and manually 
controlled faucet decreases as reliability becomes more important. Apart from that, there is no much 
significant difference in the graph. Both automatic sensor types of faucet and soap dispenser are the 
most desired. 
 
Figure 50. Preference percentages on different types of Faucets and Soap Dispensers based on Reliability 
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9.2.5.3 Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Reliability Preferences 
In the graph shown in Figure 51, reliability has a little impact on both hand dryers and paper 
towel dispensers. Touch-free jet air dryer and touch-free with sensor paper towel dispenser have the 
highest preference means. 
 
Figure 51. Preference means on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on Reliability 
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In the Figure 52, there is no significant difference of preference percentage on both hand dryers 
and paper towel dispensers. People desire the touch-free jet air dyer, warm dryer, paper towel dispenser 
with or without sensor the most whether the reliability is important or not.  
  
Figure 52. Preference percentages on different types of Hand Dryers and Paper Towel Dispensers based on 
Reliability 
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9.2.6 Summary 
After analyzing the overall importance of bathroom factors, there is little to no impact on users’ 
preferences on fixtures. More advanced technology types such as touchless types and automatic sensors 
of almost all of fixtures are the highly favored nevertheless of how important bathroom factors are. High-
tech fixtures are expensive compared to manual fixtures, but they are germ-free since most of them are 
touchless. Lesser users touching the fixtures, the higher preference on fixtures. 
9.3 – Gender Vs Bathroom Factors Preferences 
 
Figure 53. Preference means of five bathroom factors based on gender preferences 
Women have stronger opinions mainly on initial cost, environmental impact, energy efficiency 
and hygiene. Moreover, reliability is the only category in bathroom factors where men have higher 
preference mean than women. 
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Figure 54. Preference percentages of five bathroom factors based on gender preferences 
The Figure 54 shows the similar aspect of Figure 53. Women and men’s mean preference on five 
main factors on bathrooms are converted into percentage to get a clear and closer view of the two 
perspectives. 
9.4 – Interview with Alfredo DiMauro, Assistant VP for Facilities 
To understand the buyer’s point of view on purchasing and using bathroom fixtures, we 
interviewed Alfredo DiMauro, Assistant VP for Facilities at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. The survey 
answers of Alfredo DiMauro can be seen in Appendix A6. 
Who made the decision on what technologies of fixtures to be equipped in the bathrooms? 
For all fixtures, the decision is made by Facilities Office. However, soap and paper towels are provided by 
the companies we purchase. So far, we haven’t received any special request from departments. 
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A special kind of soap dispenser like is installed next to the faucet in the sink is observed only in the 
Recreation Center. Why? 
 This one was just for experimentation, starting with Recreation Center, Figure 55. So far, we’ve 
received good feedback for this dispenser, so maybe we will expand to other buildings on campus. Soap 
dispensers usually have a bag of soap that goes into a small dispensing box, Figure 56. 
Another advantage of having a soap dispenser attached to the sink is that, the soap drips to the 
sink, which is better than dripping to the floor or the side of the sink. 
 
Figure 55. Soap dispenser attached to the sink, Recreation Center, WPI 
      
Figure 56. Soap dispenser attached to the wall, Atwater Kent, WPI 
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In some buildings, a paper dispenser is offered next to a hand dryer. Why? 
 At WPI, Dyson Airblade hand dryers were first put in Goddard Hall. However, feedback was that, 
most people could not wait for hand dryer lines. That’s why we want to give people more choices. One 
faculty said he washed his face and need paper to wipe. So only hand dryer is not enough. 
In Recreation Center, we observed that instead of using a high-tech paper dispenser, we have those 
simple trays on the benchtop to hold paper. Why? 
 We put a small tray next to the Dyson Airblade on purpose so that people hardly see it and see 
the hand dryer first as well as address most people concerns on using paper towels.  
 
Figure 57. Stack of folded tissues, Goddard Hall, WPI 
 
Figure 58. Stack of folded tissues on benchtop, Recreation Center, WPI 
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Also in Recreation Center, we observed waterless urinals. Good and bad things about it? 
After using different brands and types of waterless urinals, one of the biggest complaints early on 
was the odor. Waterless urinals allow too much odor to escape and the maintenance is intensive since 
cartridge has to be changed or require liquid to pour in. 
Therefore, we were skeptical about waterless urinals when working on architect on Goddard. So 
we check out the different places that are using different types of waterless urinals and one of the places 
was the Boston airport. 
We like the waterless urinals in Goddard better because at the bottom of the urinal, there is a 
cover-plate over the drain which is chrome. The cover-plate for waterless urinal in Recreation Center is 
white plastic. The white plastic gets stains and everything on it over time, making the odor more visual 
and is not clean even though there could be urine on both of the urinals: Goddard and Recreation center. 
So, the urine on waterless urinal in Recreation Center stands out more but not on chrome. However, as 
far as about the odor in Goddard or Recreation Center, we have no complaints about waterless urinals. 
 
Figure 59. Waterless urinal with chrome cover plate, Goddard Hall, WPI 
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Figure 60. Waterless urinal with white plastic cover plate, Recreation Center, WPI 
Also, some of the waterless urinals have cartridges that have to be changed while others require 
liquids to be poured in. Most of the WPI urinals are with cartridges. So, the plumbers have to change the 
cartridge every 3 months, but it save the water. 
Then why do you use white plastics in Recreation Center? 
 This is so they could all match in color. 
Do you have any comments on different technologies of faucet? 
The first generation of sensor faucets were batteries operated. Battery replacement is really a big 
issue for facilities. So, a lot of people did not use them because they knew the sensor faucets would 
require a lot of maintenance. The second generation is electricity-wired with extra expenses to run 
electricity to the faucets. So, self-closing and manual faucets became popular because it does not need 
electricity or batteries, and they helped save water. They were also easy and cheap to install in the 
bathrooms. 
The most recent generation of sensor faucets uses flow of water to generate electricity and 
charge up the batteries so just to have enough power for sensors to operate. Those are the ones we love 
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because of low maintenance. We first installed those in Recreation Center and have one of the bamboo 
sign talks about the faucets there, Figure 64. We also installed those new sensor faucets in Faraday Hall. 
 
Figure 61. Automatic Sensor Faucet, Recreation Center, WPI 
 
Figure 62. Self-closing faucet, Campus Center, WPI 
 
Figure 63. Manually controlled faucet, Atwater Kent, WPI 
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Figure 64. Bamboo sign which talks about the faucets at Recreation Center, WPI 
Moreover, self-closing faucets in Campus Center are needed to be changed because the water 
runs on for a long time after using them. 
Are the sensor faucets reliable? 
We are not aware of any problems so far. 
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In Recreation Center, we observed dual-flush toilets. Good and bad things about it? 
The purpose of using dual flush is to flush up in order to save water. It is more likely people 
would push down instead. That defeats the purpose. 
 
Figure 65. The function of dual-flush handle, VA Hospital Lab 
How often do we renovate bathrooms or replace fixtures? 
It varies for number of reasons: the condition of the fixture, renovation or modernized the 
fixture, or new construction project which we would have to install fixtures in the first place. The life of a 
fixture would most likely be around 25 years. We hardly change a fixture that is less than 25 years old. 
The fixtures which use porcelain or ceramic have a reasonable lives. Issues that end up getting replaced 
most of the time are the controls: the flushometers and the piping. The flushometer may have a life of 10 
to 20 years.  The toilet may see the flushometer two or three of its lifetime. Same goes for the sinks, the 
faucets may change 10 to 20 years. The soap dispensers have a lifetime of 7 to 10 years because people 
wash their hands more than they dry their hands. 
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We understand that most of the automatic sensor faucets are attached to the sinks. So, how would you 
replace them if they are broken? 
It is important to buy the right faucets instead of replacing the sink in case the sensor is broken. 
The spacing of a hole for the faucets in the sink need to have the right size with the right spacing. In some 
cases, the dispensers have to be changed in order to match with the type of paper towels the company 
suggested.  
 Over the years, we prefer fixtures that can be pushed to the ones that can be pulled because the 
ones that can be pulled have greater tendency to break. The ones you can push is limited to how far that 
can only be push and last longer. Sensor ones are better because nobody is touching it.  
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How do you compare the performance of Jet Air and Warm Air dryers? 
So the warm dryers like Xlerator, make a lot of noise, blow a lot of air, use a lot of electricity and 
take longer to dry your hands than using the jet air dryer, Dyson Airblade.  
Since Dyson Airblade was new and we wanted to make sure about its functions because if it 
costed us a lot more over time, it would have been cheaper to put in those paper towel dispensers. 
However, it turned out the dyson airblade is a lot cheaper to put in the restroom over time.  
 
Figure 66. Jet Air Dyson Airblade, Recreation Center, WPI 
   
Figure 67. Warm Air Dryer, Xlerator, Quincy Market, Boston 
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Are you planning to install Jet Air Dyson Airblade on other buildings later on? 
Yes, we would do it in public areas that have a lot of use like renovation on Alumni gym. Probably 
install waterless urinals, the Dyson Airblade, the motion sensors and other touchless fixtures. 
The motion sensor on the light and that has been tricky because the contractor tries to installs 
only one motion sensor to run the whole room. However, in some cases when a person is in a stall and 
the sensor cannot tell them, and the light goes out since sensor does not pick that person up. So we 
understood that at least two motion sensors are required in the bathroom. One by the door because we 
do not want somebody to come in and have all the light out. One over by the stalls to cover everything 
on the other side of the sink. Those two usually cover the whole room. 
For paper towel dispensers, the supplier may come in and they may give us a dozen of new paper 
towels to try on. We like touch-free paper towel dispensers with sensor, but they have batteries inside. 
Somebody has to change batteries. Sometimes you pull the sheet and the next sheet does not come up. 
So you have touch the side with which is not germ-free. That is why we like Dyson Airblade a lot better.  
The issue with Recessed paper towel dispensers is that the container in the wall is too small and 
trash overflows. In many buildings, we have the paper towel dispensers which use rolls because 50 years 
ago, that’s what architects put in because nobody ask for anything different and we do not use the 
recessed paper towel dispensers. So you do not have to change the entire wall. Also, the recessed paper 
towel dispensers do not make different paper towels fit inside of them and if you want to use different 
paper towel, you are limited to what you have. The architects do not like these because they are like big 
monstrosities on the wall and look ugly. 
If dispensers we are buying from its company, we are using its recommended paper towels and 
later we would get a better price for new dispensers that would work with their paper towels. So, when 
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you build those recessed paper towel dispensers into the wall, they are too expensive to change it and 
people just leave them there. 
We noticed that some of the handles of the manual flush toilets at WPI are with Antimicrobial coating, 
but not most of them. The handles of the toilets at the Godard Hall are coated. 
Yes, the newer ones which were installed around 2006. We started using toilets with bacteria 
coated handles, Antimicrobial. So that is why you can see a few on those on campus. 
 
Figure 68. Dual-flush toilet with antimicrobial coated flushing handle, VA Hospital 
However, instead of installing toilets with Antimicrobial coating, I noticed you started using the 
touchless-flush toilets in recreation center. 
Those are better because they do not require to rely on somebody to touch the handle since 
some people prefer not to touch it. So touchless-flush toilets are better. The less people can touch in the 
bathroom, the lesser chance of spreading germs and healthier for you and for other. 
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Additional comment? 
 We are planning to add a third bathroom for family or transgender for each building on campus. 
Certain people might not feel comfortable in either male or female bathrooms. First experimented would 
be in Campus Center.  
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10. Discussion between Gathered Data and Surveyed 
Results 
At this stage of the project, research on technology in public bathroom has followed two 
separate parallel paths. One study path starts with collecting data of technologies in public bathroom and 
focuses on analyzing the prevalence in use of technology and technologies’ prevalence. The other study 
begins with surveying people and analyzes their preference and opinions on different technologies. A 
comparison between gathered data and surveyed results needs to be conducted to collate two studies. 
One angle of comparison is between prevalence of technologies in reality versus people’s preference of 
technologies. Another angle is between product research’s ratings and people’s ratings of technologies.  
10.1 – Prevalence of Technologies VS. Preference of Technologies 
            The first angle of comparison is between what options are mostly available and what options 
people prefer to use in public bathrooms. Results from Chapter 6 and 9 are looked at again, and 
comparison is conducted in order of fixtures’ functions in public bathroom.  
10.1.1 – Urination 
Toilet and urinal are two fixture options for urination in public bathrooms. According to Section 
6.2 and 6.3, manual-flush toilet and manual-flush urinal are most common in small bathrooms. In larger 
bathrooms, they are replaced by touchless-flush toilet and touchless-flush urinal. Newer technologies 
such as dual-flush toilet and waterless urinal are least commonly used.  
However, most people being surveyed responded that they do not like to use manual fixtures for 
urination. Based on mean score of preference in Section 9.1, touchless-flush toilet and urinal receive 
highest favor, while manual options receive lowest favor. Dual-flush toilet and waterless urinal also 
obtain good feedback from users.  
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Technologies in urination have brought in more benefits to users, including increased hygiene 
and convenience. However, as they are more expensive and more difficult to maintain, traditional 
manual options are still favored by most small public bathroom’s owners. In larger bathrooms, with 
obvious advantage in energy efficiency, technologies are preferred over traditional options.  
10.1.2 – Hand Washing 
A lot of faucet options are available for hand washing in public bathrooms. Among the three 
most common types, manually controlled faucet dominate in small bathrooms, and automatic faucet 
prevails in medium and large bathrooms. Self-closing faucet is uncommon in all public bathrooms.  
According to the survey, users prefer to use automatic faucet the most. Manually controlled 
faucet are also widely accepted. Corresponding to low prevalence of self-closing faucet, a lot of people 
do not like this technological type.  
Automatic faucet is used in most medium and large bathrooms in response to people’s 
preference for its increased hygiene and energy efficiency, which is necessary for heavy usage traffic. In 
small bathrooms, owners prefer to install traditional manual faucet for its lower cost and higher 
reliability.  
10.1.3 – Hand Sanitizing 
Soap dispenser becomes an indispensable fixture for hand sanitizing in public bathrooms. There 
are two common options: automatic soap dispenser and manual soap dispenser. According to Section 6.2 
and 6.3, manual soap dispenser is more commonly used regardless of the sizes of bathroom.  
Contrary to high prevalence of manual soap dispenser, when being asked, most people prefer to 
use automatic soap dispenser. Manual soap dispenser is acceptable, but is less favored.  
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Product research has shown that people like automatic soap dispenser for its increased hygiene 
and convenience. However, most equipped faucets in public bathrooms are manual not only because 
traditional option is cheaper and easier to maintain, but also because more manual dispensers are 
provided by hand soap liquid manufacturers than automatic dispensers.  
10.1.4 – Hand Drying 
Electric hand dryer and paper towel dispenser are two fixtures provided in public bathrooms for 
hand drying. They have seven different traditional and technological options. Touch-free warm air dryer 
and touch-free jet air dryer are two most common choices for hand dryer, while manual dryer with push 
button has become obsolete. For paper towel dispenser, touch-free dispenser without sensor is observed 
in a lot of small bathrooms, while touch-free dispenser with sensor is most common in larger bathrooms. 
Lever dispenser and recessed dispenser with waste receptacle are observed in a small number of 
bathrooms.  
Similar to above prevalence, touch-free warm and jet air dryers and touch-free paper towel 
dispenser with and without sensor receive the highest mean scores of preference from users. The other 
traditional manual options such as hand dryer with push button, lever dispenser and recessed dispenser 
with waste receptacle are much less preferred.  
Except for touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor, the other three common options are 
automatic. Technology is favored by both public bathroom users and owners for its enhanced hygiene, 
energy efficiency and environmental impact, although it is more expensive and less reliable than 
traditional options.  
10.2 – Product Research's Ratings VS. Survey Respondents' Ratings of Technologies 
In this part, the preference ratings on fixtures by users and facility staff would be compared with 
the product research’s ratings to understand and examine different opinions on every category of 
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technology. The comparison of fixtures on High, Medium and Low ratings are based on product research, 
users and facility staff’s preferences from Chapter 7 and 9. 
The product research ratings of technologies are taken from Chapter 7 and the users ratings on 
specific technologies are calculated by comparing the mean values of [Very] important and [Very] 
unimportant of a bathroom factor as shown below: 
[Very] Important > [Very] Unimportant  High rating 
[Very] Important = [Very] Unimportant  Medium rating 
[Very] Important < [Very] Unimportant  Low rating 
For example, the mean preference of [very] important on touchless-flush toilet is higher that of 
[very] unimportant from Figure 23 and Appendix A5. Higher number of survey participants think initial 
cost for the touchless-flush toilet is important, thus, giving the high rating. 
In A6, the survey from Facility staff in Chapter 13, each of the options: strongly dislike, dislike, neither like 
nor dislike, like, and strongly like, is assigned a value 1 through 5, respectively for both fixtures and 
bathroom factors. The High/Medium/Low rating based on based on buyers’ preferences is calculated by 
adding the mean values of a fixture with specific factor and dividing by 2. The ranges of 
High/Medium/Low ratings are noted below: 
0 to 1.6 = Low rating 
1.7 to 3.4 = Medium rating 
3.5 to 5 = High rating 
For example, the facility staff, who believes touchless flush toilet is strongly important (mean 
value = 5), thinks initial cost is strongly important as well (mean value =5) would have high rating for 
touchless-flush toilet for initial cost since rating is: 
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 Rating = (5+5)/2 = 5  3.5 to 5 = High rating 
Table 24. Toilet ratings based on Product Research, Users and Buyers Preferences (R=research, U=users, B=buyer or 
facility staff) 
Type of 
technology 
Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
R U B R U B R U B R U B R U B 
Touchless-
flush toilet 
L H H M H H M H H H H H M L H 
Dual-flush 
toilet 
M H H L H H H H H M H H M M H 
Manual-flush 
toilet 
H H M H M M L L M L L M H M M 
 
The data in Table 24 shows that consumers often failed to reach the same conclusion in regards 
to touchless flush toilets as the research data in the categories apart from hygiene: initial cost, 
environmental impact, energy efficiency, and reliability. Users were more apt to come to the same 
conclusion as the research shows in regards to dual-flush and manual flush toilets, however. Buyers 
appear to fail to come to the same conclusion as the research in every category of toilet. 
Table 25. Urinal ratings based on Product Research, Users and Buyers Preferences (R=research, U=users, B=buyer or 
facility staff) 
Type of 
technology 
Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
R U B R U B R U B R U B R U B 
Waterless 
urinal 
M M H H H H H H H H H H M L H 
Touchless-flush 
urinal 
L H H M M H M M H M H H M H H 
Manual-flush 
urinal 
H H M L L M L L M L L M H L M 
 
According to the Table 25, the users and buyers failed to reach the same conclusion as the 
research groups in the categories: initial cost, environmental impact and reliability, regarding to 
waterless urinals. The same conclusion for the ratings of touchless and manual flush urinals has failed to 
come as users have different opinions and preferences on every category of fixture as research data. 
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Table 26. Faucet ratings based on Product Research, Users and Buyers Preferences (R=research, U=users, B=buyer 
or facility staff) 
Type of 
technology 
Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
R U B R U B R U B R U B R U B 
Automatic 
faucet 
L H H H H H H H H H H H M M H 
Self-closing 
faucet 
M H H M L H M H H M L H M L H 
Manually 
controlled 
faucet 
H M M L H M L L M L H M H L M 
 
The comparison data in Table 26 presents that the users have come to same conclusion on the 
high/medium/low rating as research data on initial cost regarding to automatic sensor faucets. The 
buyers and users have failed to come to same conclusion as research data in other bathroom factors for 
automatic sensor faucets: environmental impact, energy efficiency and reliability. Looking at ratings for 
self-closing and manually controlled faucets, users, buyers and research data failed to come to same 
conclusion. 
Table 27. Soap Dispenser ratings based on Product Research, Users and Buyers Preferences (R=research, U=users, 
B=buyer or facility staff) 
Type of 
technology 
Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
R U B R U B R U B R U B R U B 
Automatic soap 
dispenser 
L H H M H H L M H H H H M L H 
Manual soap 
dispenser 
H H M M M M H H M L H M H M M 
 
As shown in Table 27, Buyer has the higher rating on automatic sensor soap dispenser than 
manual soap dispenser. Buyers and users failed to have agreement on energy efficiency and reliability in 
automatic sensor soap dispenser. On the other fixture, they do not agree on initial cost, energy efficiency 
and hygiene.  
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Table 28. Hand Dryer ratings based on Product Research, Users and Buyers Preferences (R=research, U=users, 
B=buyer or facility staff) 
Type of 
technology 
Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
R U B R U B R U B R U B R U B 
Touch-free jet 
air dryer 
L M H H H H H H H M H H M L H 
Touch-free 
warm dryer 
M L H M H H M L H L L H M L H 
Hand dryer with 
push button 
M H H L H M L H M L L H H L M 
 
As shown in Table 28, both buyers and users failed to agree on most of the factors. They have the 
mutual agreement on one of the fixture types but not on everything. However in environmental impact, 
it appears that both of them have an agreement on touch-free jet air dryer and warm dryer even with the 
research.  
Table 29. Paper Towel Dispenser ratings based on Product Research, Users and Buyers Preferences (R=research, 
U=users, B=buyer or facility staff) 
Type of 
technology 
Initial cost Environmental 
impact 
Energy 
efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
R U B R U B R U B R U B R U B 
Touch-free 
paper towel 
dispenser with 
sensor 
M H H H H H H H H H L H M L H 
Touch-free 
paper towel 
dispenser 
without sensor 
M H H H H H H H H H H H L L H 
Lever paper 
towel dispenser 
L H H L L H L L H L L H M L H 
Recessed paper 
towel dispenser 
with waste 
receptacle 
L M M L H M L H M M L M M L M 
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In the Table 29, both buyers and users have same agreement on initial cost of all of those 
fixtures. For touch-free dispenser with sensor and without sensor types, they have mutual rating on 
environmental impact and energy efficiency. However in hygiene and reliability factors, they have failed 
to agree upon all of those fixtures types. 
10.3 – Summary 
Comparison is made between the results of the gathered data analyses and the survey response 
analyses. From the first angle of comparison, prevalence of technologies is compared with user’s 
preference. One important difference between two results is that users prefer automatic, touchless and 
sensor-operated fixtures for all four functions, while in reality, most equipped fixtures in small bathrooms 
are manually controlled, and high-tech fixtures are only common in larger bathrooms.  
            From the second angle of comparison, product research’s data is compared with survey responses 
from public bathroom users and facility staff in order to determine whether they have common 
preference on fixtures depending on the factors or not. It is determined that both users and buyer agree 
upon a few factors upon some fixtures. Most of the users rated more advanced technology such as 
touchless types of technologies to be higher in preference than traditional options. 
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11. Conclusion 
The rapid development of public bathroom has given rise to the introduction of different fixtures 
and technologies. The growth of technology in public bathroom has inspired the beginning of this project 
to study the impact of new technology on people’s lives. Within the scope of this project, the six most 
common fixtures identified for further research include toilet and urinal for urination, faucet for hand 
washing, soap dispenser for hand sanitizing, electric hand dryer and paper towel dispenser for hand 
drying. These fixtures can be found in almost every standard public bathroom, and fulfil most important 
needs of a public bathroom.  
Unlike private bathrooms, people tend to hesitate more when using bathrooms in public places. 
What people are concerned about when using public bathrooms are considered as research factors? In 
this project, five important factors were identified, including initial cost, environmental impact, energy 
efficiency, hygiene and reliability. Initial cost, which is different from recurring cost, is a one-time charge 
at the time of purchasing a new fixture. Environmental impact is represented by the level of pollution 
caused by a fixture. Energy efficiency is defined as the rate of energy or raw material consumption. 
Hygiene is the level of sanitation and disinfection of a fixture. Finally, reliability is determined from the 
durability and warranty of a fixture. By focusing on these five factors, fixtures could be studied for their 
impacts on the environment and people’s lives. 
The development of public bathroom fixture industry is accompanied by the arising of new 
technologies. Categorization of fixtures into major traditional and technological types was done to limit 
the number of research subjects. Categorization was based upon available technological features and the 
rate of physical contact with user. Accordingly, traditional options that require most direct control from 
user include manual-flush toilet, manual-flush urinal, manually controlled faucet, manual soap dispenser, 
hand dryer with push button, touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor, lever paper towel 
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dispenser and recessed paper towel dispenser with waste receptacle. More advanced types in technology 
are dual-flush toilet, touchless-flush toilet, waterless urinal, touchless-flush urinal, self-closing faucet, 
automatic faucet, automatic soap dispenser, touch-free warm or jet air hand dryer, and touch-free paper 
towel dispenser with sensor.  
A concerted effort was devoted on field research to accumulate fixture and technology 
information into a database of more than 104 public bathrooms. The database is diverse in bathroom’s 
sexes, sizes and types of place. Gathered information was then analyzed to determine use of technology 
in different aspects. First of all, prevalence in general use of technological versus traditional fixtures was 
studied. The data show that using a mixture of both types is a common trend in most public bathrooms. 
In the second analysis, prevalence of technologies in each fixture was determined based on their 
corresponding function. Manual types lead in all four functions: manual-flush toilet and manual-flush 
urinal for urination, manually controlled faucet for hand washing, manual soap dispenser for hand 
sanitizing, and touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor for hand drying. Contrary to this result, 
in the third analysis, the data prove that manual types are only common in small public bathrooms. In 
medium and large bathrooms where usage traffic is expected to increase, automatic options become 
more popular. Finally, when public bathrooms were analyzed by the types of place, transport stations 
show to have more automatic, touch-free technologies than basic fixtures. The reason could be due to 
the high usage traffic and diversity of the crowds that transport stations have to serve. By contrast, 
commercial places and academic institutions appear to adopt more manual fixtures. However, there are 
a large number of no-technology bathrooms found in academic institutions than in other places. 
Therefore, public bathrooms in educational places tend to be most basic and low in cost. 
In order to reason why there exists different prevalence of technology use, a rating metrics was 
established to evaluate and compare between technologies available of each fixture. Technologies were 
rated Low, Medium and High on their performance in each of the following factors – initial cost, 
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environmental impact, energy efficiency, hygiene and reliability. In general, automatic types are known 
for increased energy efficiency and hygiene with positive environmental impact. However, they are more 
expensive and less reliable than traditional manual options. Both traditional and technological fixtures 
have their pros and cons, so using a mixture of both options is popular.  
An online survey was made to collect opinions on use of technologies in public bathrooms from 
bathroom users and facility staff. There were 54% male and 46% female out of 372 participants who 
participated in the bathroom survey. According to the results extracted, most of the participants came 
from the age of 18 to 24 with the highest population who took the survey was located in North America.  
After analyzing the overall importance of bathroom factors, there is little or no impact on users’ 
preferences on fixtures. More advanced technology types such as touchless and automatic types of 
almost all fixtures are the highly favored options no matter how important bathroom factors are. High-
tech fixtures are expensive compared to manual fixtures, but they are germ-free since most of them are 
touchless. The lesser users have to touch the fixtures, the higher preference is given to them.  
Research on use of technology in public bathrooms initially followed two separate paths. Data 
collected during field research reflected how technology is adopted in reality. Responses obtained from 
the online survey suggested what technologies are preferred by users. A comparison was done between 
two results to identify differences between prevalence of technologies and people’s preference of 
technologies, and between product research’s ratings and people’s ratings of technologies. One 
important difference is that users prefer automatic, touchless, sensor-operated fixtures for all their needs 
in public bathrooms, while most fixtures observed in small bathrooms are manually controlled, and high-
tech fixtures are only common in larger bathrooms. 
Both public bathroom facility staff and users have same agreement on initial cost of all of the 
fixtures. They also had similar ratings on environmental impact and energy efficiency. However, in 
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hygiene and reliability factors, they had different opinions on different fixture types. Users prefer high-
tech fixtures such as touchless automatic fixtures. Facility staff also prefer high-tech fixtures, but they had 
to consider all bathroom factors when purchasing them for building constructions. 
            Further work that could be done in the future to continue and expand this project includes 
collecting more public bathroom data, especially for medium and large bathrooms. With equal number of 
small, medium and large bathrooms in the database, result from data analysis will be more accurate. 
Similarly, more data are needed to establish a database with bathrooms in a variety places. With a more 
diversified database, more accurate and interesting results could be determined from analysis. In 
addition, more public bathroom’s owners, facility staff and experts should be surveyed to obtain a better 
comparison between user and owner’s perspectives. Finally, this project could be carried out in a larger 
scale, outside the United States. Whether different cultures might observe different use of technology in 
public bathrooms could be examined.  
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13. Appendix 
A1. Data-Collecting Form 
 
 
(Form continues on the next page.) 
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(Form continues on the next page.) 
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(Form continues on the next page.) 
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(Form continues on the next page.) 
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(End of form.) 
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A2. Examples of Product Research Reports 
UPPERCUT® Manual Dual-Flush Flushometer 
Manufacturer: Sloan Valve Company 
Observed at: WPI Goddard Hall unisex bathrooms on first floor 
Product description: The UPPERCUT® is a manual dual-flush flushometer that is popular in the market. It 
provides with two flushing options: Push the handle DOWN for a regular flush of 1.6 gallons per flush 
(gpf) for solid waste or push the handle UP for a reduced flush of 1.1 gpf for liquid waste. This product is 
available as a complete flushometer or as a retrofit product for converting manual flush valves (Sloan 
Valve Company, n.d.). 
           
Figure 69. UPPERCUT® Manual Dual-Flush Flushometer with two water-efficient flushing options (Sloan Valve 
Company, n.d.) 
Initial cost: $130 
Energy efficiency: 1.6 gpf / 1.1 gpf 
Hygiene:  
(-) Direct physical contact between flushing handle and users’ hands 
(+) Antimicrobial coating on handle 
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Reliability:  
3-year warranty 
Antimicrobial coating lasts for the life of the product. 
Madera Toilet with Exposed Manual Flush Valve System 
Manufacturer: American Standard 
Observed at: WPI Gordon Library male bathroom on first floor 
Product description: Madera toilet is a popular manual-flush commercial toilet in the market. 
The valve system is exposed and easy for replacement of other valve systems if needed 
(American Standard, n.d.).   
 
Figure 70. Madera Toilet with Exposed Manual Flush Valve System (American Standard, n.d.) 
 
Initial cost: $384 
Energy efficiency: 1.28 gpf  
Hygiene:  
(-) Direct physical contact between flushing handle and users’ hands 
Reliability:  
5-year warranty 
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Z5795 Waterless Urinal 
Manufacturer: Zurn  
Observed at: WPI Sports and Recreation Center male bathroom on first floor 
Product description: Z5795 is a popular waterless urinal in the market from Zurn Industries. It is 
made from china and hung on the wall. It comes with integral trap filled with green sealant and 
drain line connection. Zurn green sealant helps maintain a sanitary and odor-free environment 
for bathroom (Zurn, n.d.).  
 
 
Figure 71. Z5975 Waterless Urinal with integral trap (1-3) and green sealant bottles (11-13) 
 (Zurn, n.d.) 
Initial cost: $352 
Energy efficiency: optimal (does not consume energy) 
Hygiene:  
(+) Flushing is not necessary so the urinal doesn’t physically contact with the users’ 
hands.  
Reliability:  
3-year warranty 
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HyTronic Traditional Sink Faucet 
Manufacturer: Chicago Faucets 
Observed at: WPI Sports and Recreation Center male bathroom on first floor 
Product description: HyTronic traditional sink faucet is an automatic faucet that is popular in the 
market. It is deck mounted, single hole, and equipped with a dual beam motion infrared sensor. 
It only supports a single supply for tempered water, instead of dual supply for hot and cold 
water separately (Chicago Faucets, n.d.).  
 
Figure 72. HyTronic traditional sink faucet with dual beam motion infrared sensor  
(Chicago Faucets, n.d.) 
Initial cost: $744.92 
Energy efficiency: 0.5 gallons per minute (GPM) 
Hygiene:  
(+) No physical contact between faucet and users’ hands  
Reliability:  
Lifetime Limited Faucet Warranty 
1-Year Limited Finish Warranty 
5-Year Limited Mechanical Warranty 
3-Year Limited Electronics and Solenoid Warranty 
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Paramount Foam Dispenser 
Manufacturer: Pro-link 
Observed at: most of WPI bathrooms 
Product description: Paramount foam dispenser is a popular manual soap dispenser in the 
market. Two volume capacity options are available: 700mL and 1250mL. The dispenser is 
typically sold with Pro-link’s factory sealed soaps as refills to help stop the spread of germs (Pro-
Link, n.d.).  
 
Figure 73. Paramount manual foam dispenser (Pro-Link, n.d.) 
 
Initial cost: $5 
Energy efficiency: optimal (does not consume energy) 
Hygiene:  
(-) Direct physical contact between dispenser and users’ hands  
Reliability:  
Lifetime Performance Guarantee 
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Dyson Airblade DB Hand Dryer 
Manufacturer: Dyson 
Observed at: WPI Sports and Recreation Center bathrooms and WPI Goddard Hall bathrooms 
Product description: Dyson Airblade is an automatic jet air dryer that is popular in the U.S. and 
U.K. markets. It is equipped with Dyson digital motor V4 that creates high speed sheets of air. It 
is advertised as suitable for all bathrooms, particularly where sound levels are an important 
consideration (Dyson, n.d.). 
 
Figure 74. Automatic jet air hand dryer Dyson Airblade DB (Dyson, n.d.) 
 
Initial cost: $1,349 
Energy efficiency: 1400W 
Hygiene:  
(+) Drying hands in short time (12 seconds in average)  
(+) Filtered air to remove bacteria 
(+) Produce low CO2 
(-) High speed jet air might flow hands to touch the sides of the hand dryer 
Reliability:  
5 year parts warranty 
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Sanitouch Hard Roll Paper Towel Dispenser 
Manufacturer: Kimberly-Clark 
Observed at: most of WPI bathrooms 
Product description: Sanitouch Hard Roll Paper Towel Dispenser is a common manual touch-free 
paper towel dispenser in the market. It allows hands-free pull dispensing for improved hygiene. 
However, it only works with Scott® or Kleenex® hard roll paper towels (Kimberly-Clark, n.d.). 
 
Figure 75. Kimberly-Clark’s Sanitouch Hard Roll Paper Towel Dispenser (Kimberly-Clark, n.d.) 
 
Initial cost: $48.99 
Energy efficiency: optimal (does not consume energy) 
Hygiene:  
(+) Touch-free paper towel pulling mechanism without touching the dispenser 
(-) Using paper towels 
Reliability:  
5 year parts warranty 
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A3. Online Survey 
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(Survey continues on the next page.) 
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(Survey continues on the next page.) 
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(Survey continues on the next page.) 
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(Survey continues on the next page.) 
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(Survey continues on the next page.) 
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(Survey continues on the next page.) 
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(Survey continues on the next page.) 
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(End of survey.) 
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A4. Answers to Question 11 in Online Survey 
 
(Additional answers continue on the next page.) 
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A5. Online Survey Response Analysis 
 Initial 
Cost 
Environmental 
Impact 
Energy 
Efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Male 3.2 4 4 4.6 4.6 
Female 3.3 4.1 4.1 4.7 4.5 
 
 
Very Important And Important percentage 
 
Initial 
Cost 
Environmental 
Impact 
Energy 
Efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Male 39 76 78 95 93 
Female 42 82 80 94 92 
      
 
Very Unimportant And Unimportant percentage 
 
Initial 
Cost 
Environmental 
Impact 
Energy 
Efficiency 
Hygiene Reliability 
Male 24 6 5 1 1 
Female 21 3 5 4 3 
 
 
Toilets, Urinals Vs Reliability Preferences Graph 
  [Very] Unimportant Neutral [Very] Important 
Touchless-flush 
toilet 4.7 4.1 4 
Dual-flush toilet 3.7 3.7 3.7 
Manual-flush toilet 2.8 2.7 2.8 
Waterless urinal 4 3.1 3.4 
Touchless-flush 
urinal 4 4.2 4.2 
Manual-flush urinal 3 2.7 2.8 
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Toilets, Urinals Vs Reliability Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly Dislike and Dislike Strongly Dislike and Dislike 
Touchless-flush 
toilet 0 11 
Dual-flush toilet 0 10 
Manual-flush toilet 33 33 
Waterless urinal 0 24 
Touchless-flush 
urinal 0 7 
Manual-flush urinal 0 39 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly like and like Strongly Like and Like 
Touchless-flush 
toilet 100 73 
Dual-flush toilet 33 60 
Manual-flush toilet 34 25 
Waterless urinal 100 48 
Touchless-flush 
urinal 100 81 
Manual-flush urinal 0 29 
 
 
Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Reliability Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant Neutral [Very] Important 
Automatic faucet 4 4.4 4 
Self-closing faucet 3.5 2.8 2.6 
Manually controlled faucet 4 2.9 3.3 
Automatic soap dispenser 4.2 4.4 4.1 
Manual soap dispenser 3 2.7 3 
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Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Reliability Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly Dislike and Dislike Strongly Dislike and Dislike 
Automatic Sensor Faucet 17 15 
Self-closing Faucet 17 52 
Manually Controlled Faucet 17 21 
Automatic Sensor Soap Dispenser 17 10 
Manual Soap Dispenser 33 26 
  [Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
  Strongly like and like Strongly Like and Like 
Automatic Sensor Faucet 67 76 
Self-closing Faucet 50 25 
Manually Controlled Faucet 67 49 
Automatic Sensor Soap Dispenser 83 80 
Manual Soap Dispenser 33 31 
 
 
Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Reliability Preferences 
Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant Neutral [Very] Important 
Touch-free jet air dryer 4.2 3.2 3.8 
Touch-free jet warm dryer 4.3 3 3.5 
Hand dryer with push button 2.8 2 2.3 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor 4.5 4 4 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor 3.7 3.4 3.6 
Lever paper towel dispenser 3.2 2.7 2.8 
Recessed paper towel dispenser with waste 
receptacle 3.2 3.1 3 
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Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Reliability Preferences 
Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly Dislike and Dislike Strongly Dislike and Dislike 
Touch-free jet air dryer 17 18 
Touch-free jet warm dryer 0 22 
Hand dryer with push button 33 56 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor 0 10 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor 0 15 
Lever paper towel dispenser 50 39 
Recessed paper towel dispenser with waste 
receptacle 34 31 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly like and like Strongly Like and Like 
Touch-free jet air dryer 83 70 
Touch-free jet warm dryer 83 62 
Hand dryer with push button 34 15 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor 84 77 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser without sensor 50 60 
Lever paper towel dispenser 50 27 
Recessed paper towel dispenser with waste 
receptacle 50 33 
 
 
Toilets, Urinals Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences Graph 
  [Very] Unimportant Neutral [Very] Important 
Touchless-flush toilet 3.9 3.9 4 
Dual-flush toilet 3.4 3.4 3.8 
Manual-flush toilet 2.9 2.8 2.8 
Waterless urinal 2.3 3.1 3.5 
Touchless-flush urinal 4.2 4.1 4.2 
Manual-flush urinal 3 2.7 2.8 
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Toilets, Urinals Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly Dislike and Dislike Strongly Dislike and Dislike 
Touchless-flush toilet 23 12 
Dual-flush toilet 12 7 
Manual-flush toilet 28 33 
Waterless urinal 70 20 
Touchless-flush urinal 0 7 
Manual-flush urinal 20 41 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly like and like Strongly Like and Like 
Touchless-flush toilet 67 75 
Dual-flush toilet 45 64 
Manual-flush toilet 28 25 
Waterless urinal 20 54 
Touchless-flush Urinal 80 83 
Manual-flush urinal 20 30 
 
 
Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant Neutral [Very] Important 
Automatic faucet 3.4 4 4.1 
Self-closing faucet 2.3 2.7 2.6 
Manually controlled faucet 4.1 3.2 3.3 
Automatic soap dispenser 4.1 4 4.1 
Manual soap dispenser 2.8 3 3 
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Faucets, Soap Dispensers Vs Energy Efficiency Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly Dislike and Dislike Strongly Dislike and Dislike 
Automatic faucet 22 14 
Self-closing faucet 61 52 
Manually controlled faucet 6 22 
Automatic soap dispenser 17 11 
Manual soap dispenser 28 26 
  [Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
  Strongly like and like Strongly Like and Like 
Automatic faucet 50 78 
Self-closing faucet 22 25 
Manually controlled faucet 66 48 
Automatic soap dispenser 77 83 
Manual soap dispenser 17 31 
 
 
Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Energy Efficiency 
Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant Neutral [Very] Important 
Touch-free jet air dryer 3.6 3.5 3.9 
Touch-free jet warm dryer 3.7 3.2 3.5 
Hand dryer with push button 2.3 2.1 2.4 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor 3.8 4.1 4 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser without 
sensor 3.5 3.4 3.6 
Lever paper towel dispenser 3 2.8 2.8 
Recessed paper towel dispenser with waste 
receptacle 2.6 3.4 2.9 
 
 
Hand Dryers, Paper Towel Dispensers Vs Energy Efficiency 
Preferences Graph 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly Dislike and Dislike Strongly Dislike and Dislike 
Touch-free jet air dryer 22 17 
Touch-free jet warm dryer 17 22 
Hand dryer with push button 61 56 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor 23 9 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser without 
sensor 22 14 
Lever paper towel dispenser 39 41 
Recessed paper towel dispenser with waste 
receptacle 30 32 
 
[Very] Unimportant [Very] Important 
 
Strongly like and like Strongly Like and Like 
Touch-free jet air dryer 61 71 
Touch-free jet warm dryer 61 62 
Hand dryer with push button 17 16 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser with sensor 61 78 
Touch-free paper towel dispenser without 50 63 
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sensor 
Lever paper towel dispenser 39 27 
Recessed paper towel dispenser with waste 
receptacle 28 32 
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A6. Online Survey Response from Alfredo DiMauro (WPI Assistant VP for Facilities) 
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